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Baird Asks Cooperation of Citizens In
Housing Program After Atlanta Meet WFUL4j P.1-7:::
RA 10
WITH TOO

Horton Baird reports the return
from Atlanta, Ga. Tuesday of a
delegation from the _Fulton Municipal Housing Commission.
Mr. Baird is the newly appointed Executive Director of this
Commission. The object of their
trip to Atlanta, which is the
Regional Federal 'Office Headquarters for this area, was to be
oriented on the many phases of
planning and developing the housing project for Fulton. He reports
a most successful visit and says
that if and when completed it

will be one of the greatest assets
Fulton will have acquired.
Accompanying him on his visit
were James White, Chairman of
the Commission, C. H. McDaniel,
Vice Chairman, and Mayor Gilbert DeMye,e, who is, as Mayor, is
automatically a member of the
Commission.
Mr. Baird reports that conferences were had with A. R. Hanson,
Director, Atlanta Regional Office,
Mr. Thomas, Mr. Franklin and Mr.
Beardsley, all upper executive directors of the Public Housing Administration and that the meetings lasted f6r a full day of indoctrination, and with, the cooperation of the citizens of Fulton
Mr. Henson stated that the project would come to completion. I

Mr. Baird hopes that the citizens ,of Fulton will realize the
tremendous scope and significance
of this Federal Project which
many towns around Fulton have
already, the -beauty it will add,
and the need it will fulfill.

" All during the month of January while the radio auctions have
been on the_air, I have been developing a deep-rooted resentment
towards all those people who have
been baking up a storm and bringing in those beautiful pies and
cakes and candies to be auctioned
off for the March of Dimes drive.
I have bought a right smart
amount of these delicacies and
early in the month decided that
I would buy one of the cakes for
Mary Jo's birthday, which is on
the 26th of the ,month. But as' my
resentment grew to-wards - those
people who seem to be able to
whip up a cake with no trouble at
all, I decided to dispense with the
resentment and join the ranks and
make Mary Jo's birthday cake all
by my little ole self.
stayed awake a good part of
Friday night trying to decide
whether I would attempt the monumental task of baking a cake,
"from scratch" as the experts say,
or whether to buy the prepared
mix and whip it up myself.. The
more I thought about mixing eggs,
sugar; flour and butter together
the
more insurmountable the
chore became-so I just went down
to the grocery store to select a
mix that I thought would be "just
as good" as the "real cakes." I
took '30 minutes to decide what
brand to buy and came up with
the orange cake mix that won a
$25,000 national award for its excellence. "Shucks," I thought, "if
the company was willing to pay
that much for a recipe, why should
I knock myself out trying to improve on it." So I bought the
grand sweepstakes winner in cake
mixes. When I think of what happened to my baking, I could just
as well have bought the ten cents
winner and never known the difference.

Jaycees Attend
State Meeting
Several local Jaycees attended
the State Board meeting at Henderson last weekend.
They were Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Butts, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Taylor,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Thompson,
C. D. Jones, Bill Bennett, Paul
Kasnow, Carnet! Rowland, Harold
Henderson, Dickie Gossurn, David
Pirtle, Guy Earle, Bobby Bennett,
Billy Johnson, Hubert Mullins and
Bill Fossett.
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Judges Dismiss Runaway Boy
New
Bank
Brings
Varied
Views In Civic
Against
Charges
Found In I. C.
r.
Two In Courts New Yards Here bums;Stock issue Double e rst 71-71
Charges of attempted, assault
and battery with an automobile
against Haywood Bing of Hickman a new employe at American
Metal Products Co., were dismissed in Obion County General Sessions court Friday afternoon.
Judge Ebb Gwaltney said he
dismissed charges after hearing
proof in the case.
Mr. Bing was arrested on-the
charge last Wednesday after a
warrant had been sworn out
against him by a member of the
United Auto Workers picket line
at the plant.
In a similar case aaginst Fred
L. Grasfeder of near Union City,
held last Wednesday in city court,
charges were dismissed by City
Judge E. H. Lannom. Mr. Grasfeder was charged with reckless
driving and attempted assault with
an auto in connection with another incident at the metal plant.

Tony Pellegrisi 14, of &hereville, Ind who 'had run away
from his foster home, was found
Saturday morning In a phone
booth in the I. C. new yards here
about 4. lie was waiting to catch
a freight train.
.The yeieh _is the foster son of
Mr. and 'Irs. Ernest Mann of
Scherevill, The parents were contacted...lay Chief of Police Jean
Smith Satnzday morning, but they
refuted' tit come after the boy,
saying they had turned him over
to the Coenty Welfare Department. •
Accordin to the police chief,
the Welt..'i officials were either
to come f••. the boy Monday or
send the It 3 fare.

The boy, who was found by I. C.
employes Saturday morning, was
clad in blue jeans and a light jacket and was about to ereeze", they
said. He t,,td, them he was enPASS DRIVERS TESTS
route to 1\4 .v Orleans, where his
Sandra L. -Toon, William H. aunt and uncle lived. He had
Baldwin and Floyd A. Martin of come part ot the way hitch-hiking
South Fulton passed both written and the rest of the way by train.
and performance tests at the
He has I...en in the custody of
Tennessee Highway Patrol station
the Fulton police nepartment.
last week.

Senate Realignment Bill Offered;
Wonld Put Fulton,Hickman In 2nd
A bill to realign all 38 senatorial lowed eight instead of five sendistricts—for the first time in 20 ators.
Kenton and Fayette counties
years—Was introduced Friday by
Rep. Albert Dempsey, an Inez Re- each would be raised from one to
two senator's.
publican.
Henderson would betaken away
Dempsey said the measure, if it
parses, would not take effect un- from the district including Union
til Jan. 1, 1964 and thus would and Webster and placed in one
have no bearing -on present state including McLean. Ohio and Muhlsenators until their terms expire;-en-berg. counties. :\lulilenberg now
Candidates for the new Senate is with Todd and Logan counties.
posts would run in 1963.
Hickman and Fulton 'counties, now
The Constitution iequires Ken- in a district w:.h Graves and
tucky to re-district tts legislative Marshall, wou:d be put in a disareas every 10 years but the last trict with Carlisle, Livington, Balsuch move occurred in 1942.
lard and McCracken.
Mason County would be switchAmong districts that would be
ed to a more westerly district inaffected:
(Continued on page five)
Jefferson County would be at-

Treas Named
Postmaster
At Fulton

The response to the Sale of stock in tile proposed
new bank for South Fulton has -been fantastic. one of
the-leaders-tr'the organization told the News In Wednesday. Plans for the bank, in the discussion Stage for at
least two years among twin city businessmen. began
Saturday afternoon when a small eroup of men made a
few calls as to the possibility.of selling 1000 shares of
stock valued at $100.00 par value. Within several hours
the 1000 shares were sold and at press time on Wednesday nearly 2000 shares were spoken for, one of the stock
purchasers reported.

tal stock. If $2o0,0o0
he said; perheps s751,,
capital stock and the
signated for the surphs :
The _effect of the II('
existing
financial e tit.- t;t
brought varying tiH'
.to ef the •
business . leaders.
principal stockholder, in i leekine firm said that - the ne.a L.
stimulate. lo the should act as
economy of the twin eitie•.
said that-thousands of delis'', ef
deposits by local...people
around in blinks- in Mart
eel
day. The WFUL. station manages City, Memphis and even Pad:wall.
While legal steps are being tak- reported
that follovAng the an- "This Money will find its way .
en with the Tennessee Banking
nouncement at least a dozen can, back to. the twin city area," he
Commission to finalize the finan- were received trims
interested, incial institution, sources alive in vestors seeking to learn where believed.
And otliet sources somewhat
the organization said that the new they could buy some of
the stock. more pessimistic,- said that it
bank hopes to' begin operation in Stock sales, it is reported,
are might greatly decrease the nearly
about 90 days in a modern bank limited to 56 shares per
investor. $8,000.000.00 on deposit in both
building proposed for construc- Equally as many
Kentucky busi- leentucky banks, much of which__
tion on Broadway Street in South ness leaders as
South Fulton lead- would find its way into the new
Fulton.
ers have purchased the stock, it Tennessee bank. —•
Some business leaders_ were was learned.
In discussing the new bank with
shocked on Monday morning when
One of the organizers told the--one of the leaders of the move-Radio Station WFUL reported the
meet he said: "Both Fulton banks •
news about the proposed new bank News that not .all of the stock
are so tightlystontrolled by just .a
on its live-wire program on Mon- sales would be designated as rapifew families that a good many
,
business people feel it arnourii-i; to
something of a monopoly. Also."
he continued, "although ',Keil
.
• bit4
-'
swiTrre berarmsemereeeleilerons
in trate loan policies in recent
years some Of the new stockhelderr are still rankled at being reThe new- - United States Post the Carroll Cpunty .Democrat, a fused what they believed was a
Office"at Dukedom, Tennessee is Weekly newspaper, . Huntingdon. secure loan in the past."
to be-dedicated February 6, at 2 Tennessee, fromm 1916 until Sept. . As of December 31. 1961
the
P.M.
'2, 1961, \vhen he was named As- City National Bank's loan and
The principal speaker for the sistant- It the Regional nirector. caunt account totaled S1,117e.s7 - •
occasion will be William 11. McMr.. McConnell is a meinhes.ef 72." having almost (10lIbled
It,'
Connell, Assistant to the Regional the Lions Club and a past presi- past two 3,, ars. The Fulton
11.es
Director, Memphis Region.
dent: he is a past presidemt of the loan and niise,,int :wet innt
Postmaster J. F. Darnell rtord- Huntinedem Junior Chamber
$1,233,538.69 as of
ially inviti s the public to attend Commerce. He served as a DirecAs if the
1,,•1
i
the dedication program. hear Mr. tor and Vice-ProSideet of Tree, -- City Nati, ml Bank's
se°
press
McConnell, and enjoy 0; en IioUSe
.atid
count wa- $4.35e,648.4Smclii
at the new Dukedom Pet Office. presently serving
Pres'dene A capital snick of $80.00e ou mutt
n • Mr. McConnell, newst,aper edi- a public servant, Mr. MeConis
surplus account of $:10
"b‘
Beard
of
on
tor and publiisher t Huntingdon, has served
the
Fulton Bank, isof
;
Tennessee was born Mardi • 9. 'men. town Of Huntingdon, sin- , year had den,
ef
1956,
and
County,
Puryear,
n
City
Sche
el
1916, at
Henry
the
with .a capital stook e'eesint
956 During V;o1,b1 $50,000 .ar. a soCiflos
Tennessee.
•
-Board- since 1.
Starting as a news reporter for War 11, he. served eighteen' months Ulf, same amount. leeh fl re
daily and weekly newspapers from overseas in tht• European Theatre ters of the Federal Depteit
1936 until 1942. Mr: McC,-.inell of Gj.er,.lions, in the Un't,
nce,Corporation with ace.eint.was the editor and publistet, of States Army. •
.:, 'cod up to $10,000.00.
gurvey of sdhie of the

Public Invited To Open House And
Dedication Of Dukedom-Post Office

Congressman Frank Alert Stubblefield - said today, th t he had
recommended Joe W. Treas for
the postmasti rship at Fulton.
Treas' name wag sent to President Kennedy for nomination. The
nominatiops are then approved by
the Senate.
,holders included Iariie MaiglTreas will be the first Fulton
uto,Thritm concerns, bosp,tals ft I
postmaster since the retirontent of
pref. - nnrial men, retail and wholeJack Chrter in 1950. Sin& that
sale fesrs and. some of the twit
time sill Browning, Fred Brady
cities' largest cstates. •
and Treas have heen acting istWithin recent years both the
masters.
it of composition), (2) Technique Fulton Bank and- The City .NiiA music'contest will be h
Treas was le,. led acting post(3) Tone Quality, (4) Expression., tional Bank have undertaken mitmaster on Feh 1, 1961. He suc- the Woman's Club on Sund:
tee (5) Tempo, (6) Memorization, (7) jor remodeling programs of their
ceeded Brady esho had served ternoon, February 4 at
Twin
the
Stage Presence.
The annual meeting of
housing facilities. The City Nafour years. Tn.. resigned as. First o'clock for the purpose of e
Cities Chamber of Commerce will Chief Smith Gives
Students interest. in entering tional Bank maintains a large Bee
District state
epresentative to ing the student who will Is the
p.
m.
at
7
•nta- this &tritest may contact Mrs. Nel- parking lot for its customers, zind
on February 19
Fulton Woman's Club repre,
take the post.
Ozie, our housekeeper, has rare- be held
basement of the First Meth- Parking Meier Report
A number of persons had ap- five in the First District Student son Tripp prior to date and time the Fulton Bank has purchased an
ly even seen me in the cake mak- in the
Presiaccording
to
nt
Church,
Music and Art competition. hich set for competition.
area behind its -bank for a Lek'
ing mood, and she cleared off odist
Jean Smith,`Fulton Police Chief, plied for the postmastership here
Joe Treas.
dent
will be held here in th• club
Citizens who are seriously in- parking space and is in the prooff
Icials
said
that
parking
and
recently
the
total
the
that
every available space in the kitchreports
terested in hearing and seeing the cess of demolishing the building -This will be a dinner-meeting meter collections for the month of choice had been narrowed to home on Saturday, February 17.
en to make my chore free of obThe General and the Keetticky Twin Cities' young eiaiiists in to establish the lot for the conthree—Treas, l'aul Westpheling
stacles. When I told her I was go- and all members are urged to at- January this. year were $891.62.
Clubs,
Federation of Women's
competition -are cordi.tily. ,nvited venience of persons doing butanes,
ing to. make Mary Jo's birthday tend.
For January, 1961, the collec- and Norman Ti- ry.
with the bank.
Treas is a n ..nber of a gasoline sponsor contests annually in order to attend this event.
cake a pallor came over her face
Guest speaker will be 0. Grant tions were $894.50. This is a loss
encoureee
the
The Fulton Bank is in the prothat frightened me, and now I Duke of the Memphis Chamber of of •i2.88 in comparison with the distributing fit . i and service sta- to discover and
young
cess of increasing its capital stock
tion here. He .s president of the potential talents of our
know why!
Commerce.
same months of the two years.
Rotary,
Lions
Clubs
'.
•
from $50,000 to $1.
00,000, pending
However, Chief Smith said that Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of people:
Ballots were to be sent out this
This local contest is for piano To Have Ladies Night
the action of the Kentucky State
I read the directions on the box, week for the election of directors taking into consideration that the Commerce, a number of the Meth=
be
limited
Banking Commission,
) students only and will
but carefully. I greased the pans, and the new officers will be an- city saved the $250.00 salary of odist Church tid the Lions Club
There was no regular Ewa.
students in, grades eight
but good. I put the mixer on the nounced at the dinner-meeting.
the parking meter patrolman a net and is a West • rn Kentucky Con- to
Club
luncheon
meeting
Ttiesd
greduates
twelve,
also,
to
through
right speed, but carefully.' I even
increase of $247.11/,sees made on ference footb:.II official.
Lewis Weaks is in charge to Vie
of January or May of the previous as the Rotary Club and the Finite
parking meters.
broke the eggs right down the
ticket sales. Tickets are $1.50 each. the
year, provided they have not yet. Lions Club will have a joint meetPANCAKE BREAKFAST,,,
center and measured the water to
ng Friday evening.
Chuck Beard has charge of ar• The West Fulton P-TA's pan- received any instruction on
. •the
SALVATION ARMY TRUCK
within one drop of the amount rangements and Randall Burcham
It Will be the annual LatheThe truck from the Men's So- cake breakf,, • will be held from college level.
specified. I set the stove exactly is in charge 'of the program.
Three qualified out of toZ7 Nighdaanquet Friday night at the:
cial Service Center of the Salva- 6 a. m. to 1 11 a. m. at the First
on the temperature required and
Dinner will be prepared and tion Army is scheduled to be in Methodist C. irch on February 6. judges have been secured by the. Fulton Country Club. Members of
even stayed around the kitchen and
both clubs and their wives are intip-toed so the layers wouldn't served by a Circle of the WSCS Fulton on Monday, Feb. 5. The of- Tickets are now on sale by the co-sponsors of the Junior Music
L
e apd ,criti- vited.
fall while they were in the stove. and Victory Homemakers Club.
fice of the thamber of Commerce students AT the West Fulton Club. They will jte :ee
Mrs. James Sheehan, State IN will accept any telephone calls for schools, and at Evans Drug Co. eize according --tethe following
After the prescribed length of
men's Director of Civil Defi e •
WFUL is Radio Active
criteria (1) Selection (suitability
Everyone is Invited.
pickup service.
time I took the layers out and they
Home News In The News
will speak at the open meetine ef
looked all the world like layers of
the Fulton Woman's Club Friday.
cake I have seen at the polio auc• February 2 at 2:3,0 tp. m.
tions.
Mrs. Hendon Wright. program
chairman, has extended an inviSince the cake was orange I detation to membere• from variouscided on a seven minute white
civic and fraternal organizations
We wish that all of you could
for the occasion and he ways looked forward to a visit in
host
heist
icing to jazz up the color scheme
In the Twin-Cities who are interBy Mary Nelle Wright
. . GUESS WHAT'. . . Pierce each summer to eat damson have been with us at the break- ested in Civil Defense. It is hoped
brought
and although I substituted cream
Most anything can happen in Fulton . . . and there COUNTRY HAM . . and. was it preserves and drink buttermilk. fast, and we are so sorry that Jo that all invited guests
of tartar, for white Karo syrup
and memEdwards, the member of the Westpheling. our Fulton County
as Gladys Hyland suggested, -the was positive proof on Wednesday morning when the -good? W.L Carter who has served Jane
bers of the club will attend this
buys up all of Chairman for the March of Dimes,
icing had the consistency it should most unusual breakfast that ever/ happened . . . HAP- as official COFFEE SERVER dur- team who always
Important meeting as Mrs. Sheethe hog join] and turnip greens at was unable to be with its. Jo had
have had after seven minutes of
han is well-known over the stee
the entire auction was there
truth, it wasn't so unusual to a cer- ing
auction, busied herself scrap- an abcessed tooth which surely
the
mixing. What happened after I PENED. To tell the
makcoffee
and
perking
for her speaking ability and for
with the
saving bones for eliminated her chance to eat that
put the layers together with icing, tain group of gals ... and guys, because it seems that a ing all of us hungrier by the min- ing up the plates
her knoeviedge of the Civil Detwo hounds. And wonderful country ham.
shredded coconut, pecans and breakfast similiar to this occurs every year just about ute . . . Mrs. Johnson, Christine's Johnny Stayton's
To sum it all up . .. we had a fense plan.
everyone was happy to have
cherries will always be the mybrought
a
gallon of orange
Mrs. Nathan Wade, vice-presimother,
this time. We're talking about the ANNUAL MARCH juice
Johnny at the breakfast because
stery of my life.
dent of the Woman's Club, will
and was "busying around"
always helped Col. Burrow wonderful time . . . and as Mr.
OF DIMES breakfast for those who work during the (as she has during the entire he hasthe
preside during the business sesauctioneeetng. In fact, W. L. Carter asked the blessing, it
with
The finished product was a radio auction from WFUL.
month) seeing that everything was
was evident that all of us had a sion.
everyone is always indebted to
beaut. I showed it to Mary Jo
know
here at Graham Furniture Corn- in order. Frankly, I don't
Bill Gray who feeling of thankfulness for the
and her guests and her eyes
To some of us, it seems a little pany, and I want to know when how all •if us over would have Johnny and also to
privilege of having participated in
does a fine job as substitute aucsparkled.',Said she: "Mother I unusual that breakfast would be you want me to put the biscuits gotten along without those two.
a drive to raise funds to help blot
tioneer. Our thanks go to Cavite
didn't know you had it in you." served in the offices of the Fulton" in" . . . that's when decided that\
out such diseases as polio . . .
Josephine
scrambled Olive, secretary of the Chamber
Omar
And when I put the cake on the South Fulton Chamber of Com- SOMEBODY was SNAFUED. But
arthritis and. birth defects.
of Commerce who has helped the
stand I never knew the children merce . . . with everyone-bustling ... there wasn't a thing wrong ... mounds o golden eggs, Ann Ho
many ways. And we
Revival sefvices began at the
All of us who worked in this
were going to have to eat it with about frying country ham, setting because Christine was really up land Merl the ham with the as- _gang in so
Montez Baird effort would like to express our Church of the Nazarene at 7 p. na spoon, either. To tell you the the table, pouring the orange there at Grahams ... and she was sistance of Ethel McDaniel, a 3 also want to thank
substituted
appreciation for the efforts the on Wgeinesday of this week and
truth I almost thought they were juice, opening the jelly, and tak- just ready to open the oven of one Mary Latta served as the offic al and Gladys Simon who
the auction.
contributions made oy everyone. will continue through' Sunday,
going to have to eat it off the ing orders as to "how do you want of those fine Frigidaire stoves . ...,,,/.checker to see if the table was several days during
Louis Weeks came to the Without the cooperation of the February 4.
your egg cooked." But to top it and cook the biscuits for the gang set. Mary brought some of Bertie's
floor, besides.
The Rev. F. D. Lamneck of
famous damson preserves made by breakfast, just a little late .. . but
all off . . . when this writer at the breakfast!
entire community . . . the 1962 Camden, Tenn.
is the evangelist.
the Pierce, Tennessee recipe. it's never to late for Louis to eat
Do you know that about an hour answered the phone and Christine
DIMES
MARCH
OF
could
not The revival is being sponsored by
Charlie Burrow, the "pappy" of Bertie, you know is Mary's mama country ham. Our thanks go to
after I put the cake on the stand Batts (at the other end of the
have been the success that it was. the young people of the church.
(Continued on page ten)
line) said, "Mary Nelle, I'm up the Radio Auction Gang was of- and when we were kids, we al- him for the help he gave us.

Annual Meeting Of Chamber Of
Commerce To Be On February 19

Cnntest To Se'ect Representative
In Music Competition To Be Sunday

Mrs. Sheehan
To Speak At
Woman's Club

Month Long Radio Auction Ends With Country Ham, Good Report

Revival Begins
At Local Church

Hope Comes to The Mentally Retarded in State And
Federal Programs To Meet The Problems
.. . to one he gave five talents,
, to another two, to another one, to
each according to his ability."—Matthew 25:15
For centuries it has been recognized that people are endowed in different ways. No two people are alike.
.Each child is different from every
other child. The differences are ,in
appearance,_ size,- physical strength,
ability to master certain skills, ability
to understand, to do things-.and to
think.
There is a wide difference in the
scale of abilities. At one extreme of
the scale there are the geniuses. who
have the ability to create, to invent
and to lad_at the other are those who
..eannot master even -the simpliest
skills, who cannot solve the simplest
problems and who cannot take care
of their own simplest:needs
Those persons who fall somewhere near the bottom of the scale
are are referred tt as mentally retarded.. There are over four million of
them in this country . . . approximately 91,000 in Kentucky.
For centuries, even within the
present century. little attention was
directed toward helping the retarded;
toda,v this is not the case. No longer
is the problem of mental retardation
considered a minor matter, the concern-or ly of a few specialists. The
mentally retarded are recognized as a
widespread problem which affects
many rir",ple.
"I mental retardation) is our

greatest health problem . . ."says
President Kennedy.
. . . additional funds are absolutely necessary, and accordingly I
am recommending $4,405,000 for the
biennium—more than double the
amount we'are now spending," Gov.
Bert- Combs said in his budget message to the 1962 Kentucky General
Assembly.
. "This General Assembly is obligated to act wisely and magnanimously for this segment of otir population. ." says a Kentucky legislator.
"Finally after years of worry and
frustration I can see hope for my
child'and the thousands like her,"
said a parent.
"It appears a new day is dawning
for Kentucky's mentally retarded and
their parents . . ." so wrote a newspaper- editor. •
"In planning programs for,the
mentally retarded. we must ever keep
in mind a philosophy that all retarded
individuals, regardless of race, creed,
geographical location, or degree of retardation, should have the right to the
medical, psychological, vocational, social, educational and training services
necessary to assist them in achieving
the greatest development relative to
their abilities," Charles E. Acuff, director of the Division of Mental Retardation points out.
And so, it is with gpiititude that
we publish the'efforts being made to'
help those, who desperately need the
help of God's more talented servants.

Girl Scout Camp In Trouble;
Your Help Urgently Needed
With the birthday slogan of the
So the I3ear Creek Council is fachNational Girl Scout-Fiftieth Annivered with the task of raising $25,000 to
sary as their goal, the Bear Creek Girl. purchase the land from TVA. The
Scout Council Starts-a month lone'
nine counties that comprise the CounCampaign.
cil are joining in 0 concerted effort to
In 1g45 the Council lea:lal ;rci-41
raise the necessary funds starting
TVA 133 acres on beautiful Kentucky
January 22, 19‘,J2. And while the
Lake for a camp site. In the years
amount necessary seems like a lot, it
since then thousands and thousands
than the actual
is a great deal
of girls from Western KgIttucky have --value of the land irself.
enjoyed Established Camp and Troop
Naturally a great deal of support
Camping in a setting unOqualod for
will be forthcoming from the Girl
beauty, nature study and water front
Scout family but help from other
activities.
friends will be badly needed to niake
Since 1945, with the help of
the dream a reality. friends and proceeds- from Cookie
In areas where Community Chest
Sales we have built un4s—improved
or United Funds, or Local Fund
water front and purchased equipment
Drives contribute'to the Girl Scouts,
to where we now have $50,000 dollars
their money is used for operating exworth of improvements on the land.
penses and not for capital improve,.
But as time marches on, the lease
ments such as the purchase of a camp
on the land has, too. And now we are
site. This is a one time drive, and will
faced with the problem of either buyadd immesurably to the program and
ing the land from TVA or sacrificing
enjoyment of all our girls, our help is
all we have done. And we can't let the. needed—please don't let file girls
girls down.
down!
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Can Someone
Several days Mter tlie accident
that claimed the Tres of Ids parents
and his brothers and sisters, sevenyear-old Randy still woke up crying
for his mother, hospital nurses reported.

could say.
But following an accident of this
nature it is the practice and duty of
State officials to review the driving
record. There it was in black and
white: three previous convictions for
speeding,
one for making an illegal
After such a tragedy as this, one
turn.
has.little stomach for trying to assess
Yes, there it was: the all-too-fablame. What good would it do? The
miliar violation-accident pattern, the
father-driver is dead, and one should
reason why we need traffic law enspeak well of the- dead. We're sure
forcement, an effective point system,
that if we had known him personally
there would be many good things we ' and a,program for dealing wisely but
firmly with problem drivers.
Many voices have been raised on
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
behalf
of drivers allegedly persecuted
PAUL and JOHANNA M WESTPHELING
by diligent traffic officers. Many
_ Editors and Publkhers
have called the point system to4
Voted "Best All Around" In class in Kentucky
harsh. Many have, in effect at least,
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
alsn Second place In ISM and Honorable Mentlbe
M
defended a driver's right to stretch
Mee
thr speed limit a bit; what's the..
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded In 1800.
rm?
Stitfreilli an
mall
tenbenrIntiona, ch an
Among all these voices can someof
&defiant.
Poems 31579 to Poet offIne flOs 4111a Talton.
Kanitaolre
one hear a little boy crying for his
Pohlfahest Every Thursday of The Tear
mother?
Ifr

A aosanher of the -Kentucky Trees &omelettes
&Nereid - elate pettsure Paid at ralliaa• Kesi
"Am and at additional twitting °Mem
Subscription Rates: *500 per year in Fultei.
Melt-man, Graves Counties, 'Ky., and ()Mon and
Wookley Counties Tenn. ElOarhere throughout the United States 4.00 per year.

Thursday, February 1, 1962

Those who want much are always much in need.
—Horace
Human life is a constant want
and ought to be a constant prayer.
—Samuel Osgood

STRICTLY BUSINESS
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The News r

About Town With

Oagndm JeweIlll

"Ours is a very old firm — that's the hrst
wampum we ever earned!"

FROM THE FILES:--

Turning Back The Clock-Feb. 1, 1942
On Monday, Feb. 9, at 2 a. m.
Daylight Saving Time will go into
effect in Fulton and South Fulton,
as it will in every other community througtiout the nation. A
prelarnation to that effect has
been is!tued by local officials and
- at that time all CloCks Will be set
forward one ilour.
In Fulton City schools will open
at 8 o'clock, O. S. T., and Ooze at
3:40'D.
.r., accoreing to J. 0.
Lewis, superintende•a of the city
schools.
--- The Fulton Board,of Education
will hold. its regular monthly
meeting an Monday night at the
high school buildin;:.
The. Fulton

Ilu'!• • !,s defeats •

the Hickman Wildcats 22 to 20 in.
one of the closest and most thrilling games of the season Friday
night at the Science Hall.
The Bulldogs of Fulton High
whipped the Bardwell Indians by
a score of 40 to 25 at the Science
Hall Tuesday night.
Glenn Weatherspoon, son of Mr.
aad Mrs. Cecil Weatherspoon of
Fulton, was nominated last week
by Representative Noble J. Gregory for appointment to the
United States Naval Academy at
Annapolis. Glenn is now a student :it the University of Kentucky at Lexington.

Thanks to Mrs. Ruby Roberts of the Fulton police station.
In the meantime, Gerald C.
North Little Rock, Ark., for the
old stamps. I'll send them on to Powell went for his car and finding it missing called the police. The
local police put it out on the air in
the area.
We ould like to welcome to
It seems that both cars, which
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mylooked alive, were parked side by
rick of 202 Sixth Street, Fulton.
side, and each driver had left the
The Myricks have moved to
keys inside.
Fulton from Memphis. He has recently been discharged from the
James Woodard Tipton of Route
service and is going to manage the
City Service Station on Fourth 1, Hickman has been nominated
as second alternate for appointStreet Extension.
They have two children, a littie ment to the Air Force Academy.
girl, 4 1-2 years and a little boy, He was nominated by Senator
Thurston B. Morton.
16-months-old.
Mrs. Myrick says so far as they
know they are not related to the
A 13 percent increase over last
Myrick family, long residents of year's enrollment for winter quarthis community. She belongs to ter at The University of Tennessee
Presbyterian at Martin brought the figure to a
Cumberland
the
Church.
record high of 1,171 regular day
students registered for the periad.
Tried to call Mrs, Sam Winston
Enrolled at U-T Martin from
on the phone this week, but failed South Fulton are: James Carlton
what
I
According
to
to retch her.
Clark, Glenda Joyce Coates, Harold
hear, she had a most interesting Curtis Craig, Ann Laraine Fields,
seems
that
recently.
It
plane ride
Janice Sue Fields, Glenn Wayne
she was enroute to Fulton from Fuller, Jessie 130 Gamblin, Norand
Nash3ille
York,
via
New
ma Diane Gunter, James Leonard
Memphis. Because of pad weather, Heath, Richard O'Dell Isbell, Don
her plane could not litnd at Mem- Pope King, Eugenia Lowe, Katie
phis so flew on to Dallas, Texas. R. Lowe Jr., Michael D. Martin,
There the red carpet was rolled Arvin Neil Napier, Barbara Ann
out for the plane passengers. Fol- Peeples, Louis F. Robey, John M.
lowing dinner at the Dallas air- Schwerdt, Louis M. Sensing Jr.,
port, they returned to Memphis. Vickie Lee Stewart.
Others in the area are: Kathlene
From what I hear, no one on
the plane was scared, but every-"- Golden of Water Valley, Judith
one enjoyed their unexpected Ann Hilliard, Clinton; and Patsy
Ann Williams, Fulton.
visit to Dallas.
I just know that a certain woman was .scared half to death
Thursday evening. She went out
and got into what she thought was
her car on the Fulton Hospital
parking lot about 4:15 p. en. She
bad driven all the way.to Martin
before she realized that the car
was not hers but one like hers.
She immediately drove it back to

There his been a steady it crease in the Sale of defcme'bords
at the F. post office.

Call Ds To Save
Money On Repairs

100 Years Ago This Week

A satisfied customer is out
hest testimonial. That fr
,shy we give you fast, efficirut, techniaal service sad
incr rates on TV repairs. It
*11 adds-up to saving you
money!

Motor.al [ellen of 1111 CIVIL WAR 1,11i-Ist -DAY
(Material Is trete publication of exactly one hand r. 4 yea', agilit• attain al
wording front references In the Mem, a Congress. Washington. floarittlrut
In.tbe papers sae e.ualle very ea.-aided, Ira melt to be fair la 'oversee and
preserve • national bslasee . ..
BY

WILLI/111 U. kleilIMItY

First week in February "
February of 1862, and soon the
Confederacy would be a year old.
The month began With a Union
force in firm control of Port
Royal, S. C., where the Union now
had a good base to supply the
.fast-building fleet of blockade
ships which would strangle the
South's commerce.
Everyone in the South kraw
that the North had been preparing
a land-and-sea force under Burnside. A fleet of ships had assembled at Ft.. Monroe. and the papers
had printed the list of men and
supplies, but only a few knew the
destination.
January 29, of 1862, the Northern papers had these headlines:
"Burnside Expedition arrives at
Hatteras Inlet. Gales of wind,
great
difficulties, damage to
ships."
The Hatteras forts had been
captured late in August of 1861.
The fleet of ships with Burnside
had no trouble from the Confederates in entering Pamlico Sound
through the inlet, and once inside
it was no trouble for the Union
fleet to sail northward and land
a sizeable force • on Roanoke Island.
For.some time the Richmond
papers had been demanding that
the troops on Roanoke Island
(they were mostly Virginians)
either be reinforced or evacuated:
It was simply impossible for the
South to be able to defend any
and every spot where the Northern soldiers might land!
Roanoke Island fell on February 8, and two days later the
Union army captured Elizabeth
City, N. C. The Union planned to
march along the line of the Dismal Swamp canal and enter Portsmouth and Norfolk. Those plans
never materialized, not even after
another three years of fighting.
The North would capture and hold
New Burn, and would hold Plymouth for awhile, but the majority of the strong points of the
Inland waters would be held by
the South until after Appomattox.
January 30. 1882. and the North
took another legal (or extra-legal)
step which would help the North
to win the war. The President of
the United States was authorized
to take over the telegraphs and
railroads. This is something that
the South has been blamed for
not doing. It must be remembered
that the Confederacy was not yet
a year old, and it was against the

Staff Sgt. and Mrs. Gerald Martin have been visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Martin of
Fulton and Clinton for the past
two weeks. He left Sunday for
Iceland, where he will be stationed. His wife and baby remained
here for a visit with his parents.
He has been stationed at Corpus
Christi, Texas.

State's Rights policies for the
Confederate government to take
over private propirty.
As part of the Confederate defense line, thousands of miles long
and with only a few strong points,
there had been two forts constructed on the Tennessee and
Cumberland Rivers. Ft. Henry and
Ft. Donaldson were where the
two rivers, both flowing southward from the Ohio into Tennessee, were only about fifteen miles
apart.
-it-Henry...10d been started in
June of 1861. 1.7.-ST Grant was in
charge of the department which
embraced western Kentucky, and
as such, he would be in charge of
any Union force which set out to
capture the forts. A month before,
Grant had gone to St. Louis to re-,
quest permission from Maj. Gen.
Halleck for a move against Ft.
Henry. Halleck did not even listen
to Grant. Again on Jan. 28 Grant
asked permission. Flag-Officer
Foote, in charge of Union gunrant's request.
boats, backed
Halleck agreed-and soon History
would be made!
Grant received
instructions
February 1, on February 2 the expedition started! Grant had 17,000
men on transports. Flag Officer
Foote had seven gunboats. Grant
landed his men a few miles below
the fort; the gunboats went up the
river and engaged the guns of the
fort in a bombardment.
Inside Ft. Henry were about 3,
406-men. Gen. L. Tilghman, the
Confederate General, had expected to fight Grant, but the river
was over its banks, and much of
the fort was under water. Tillghman knew he could not hold the
unfinished fort against such a
great force, so he sent most of his
men acrosartodikt. Donaldson. To
delay the 'Union army, 75 artillerymen wee left in the fort. Af—
ter five minutes of fighting, a cannon in the fort burst and disabled
every man who served it. The
gunboats dropped over 400 shells
and put the guns out of corn-tission. 59 shells from the fort peppered the gunboats, and put the
Essex out of commission, but the
fort had to surrender. The man
who pulled down the flag had to
wade water to his waist.
The Tennessee_River was open,
and the army coming through the
mud could march across the narrow neck of land to invest Ft.
Donaldson.
Ft. Donaldson would require
considerable more fighting!
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Through the Yellow Pages
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(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
If we were to single out a group of people on this
here now earth who deserve the best in this world and
eternal happiness in the hereafter, it's the music teacher, with a special commendation for the long-suffering
souls who teach piano to youngsters who can barely
read. For more years than we like to remember we've
been attending piano recitals first as a reporter and then
as a parent and the time has come when we're forced to
say there must be an easier way to make a living. The
amazing thing about our observation is that all the
piano teachers we know are extremely capable people
and can make a living easier, but for reasons known
only to thmselves they would rather teach music than be
First Lady and that's the thing that beats us.
Sunday afternoon we attended
the mid-year recital of piano
teacher Doris Wiley, and again we
were flabbergasted that such a
lovely lady could be so endowed
with such patience to start out
with nothing but a keyboard and
a student and the first thing you
know the keyboard is the way it
started, but the student is running
up and down it with all kinds of
Intricate notes to produce the
beautiful sound of music, when all
they started out with was plunk,
plunk, ker-plunk and plink, plink.
Now let's take the case of James
Reed, Jane Edwards and Ophelia
Speight, just as for instance. We
heard these talented young people
play the piano when they stared at
the keyboard as though the white
keys would strangle them and the
back keys wduld devour them.
They announced their numbers in
trembling voices and then sat
down to play their simple little
selections and before we had time
to realize what they were playing
they were finished.' Today, these
same youngsters can'approach the
piano and tackle piano numbers
that would make the exnerts drool
aryl they all started. out with the
plunk, plunk. ker-pitink. We admire the student, of course, but
what we can't figure out is how
the W•ino tear
had the fortilo look heal to the years
-the st ',lent would eventaalerlf all that fantastic bit of
aing.
•
Vaa_••hink that here and now a
• •:ational Be" Kind To Music
Teachers Week" oucht to be proclaimed, because they certainly
need it. We heard Tom and Jie•
Powell, young sons of Mr. and
Mrs. Flynn Powell make their
musical debut Sunday afternoon.
They seemed to enjoy the experience immensely. They played a

duet and then one of the boys
played solo. Looking at Doris
Wiley we could see that she could
envision the day when the boys
would be playing like Serkin and
when we asked her how she conditioned herself to such matters
she just smiled and said "they're
all good students with talent."
Yep, you gotta have heart, to be
a music teacher and most of them
have an extra large one, that's for
sure.
Recently we had the pleasure to
visit with Mabel Combs at the
Governor's residence in Frankfort
and the First Lady of Kentucky
was as enthusiastic as all get out
about her new hobby, curing hams
for the annual Derby Breakfast at
the Mansion. Besides attending to
all the official duties that come
with being a Governor's wife,
Mabel Combs is .flast and foremost
n homemaker and she has transformed the living quarters of the
"People's House" as she calls it,
into a livable, happy, pleasant
place. We thought you might be
interested in the story that appeared Sunday in the CourierJournal about Mabel Combs and
her life in the Governor's 'Residence, since many peonle in the
area have met and admire this
•
nis :Incl lovely lady.

August, she says
Mrs. Combs is curing 90 hams
with ingredients and a method
that are a "family secret."
Reared on a farm in Knott
County, Mrs. Combs' used to watch
her parents cure hams, and often
wished she could do it. She saw no
reason why she couldn't at the
Governor's Mansion.
Mrs. Combs bought green hams
from a packinghouse. She prefers
18-to-22-pound ones. She smoked
them in a cellarlike place on the
Mansion grounds. She began her
project around December 1 (between Thanksgiving and New
Year's is the best time, she says).
The weather and "those other
things" should make them just
right by next fall.
Mrs. Combs took up ham curing
strictly as a hobby. "It is great
relaxation and a diversion," she
said.
Mabel Combs is a modest, shy
woman. Her family—the Governor, daughter Lois and son Tommy—is her life. She is a worker
and says she would be miserable
if she couldn't do some of the
things she did at her home in The method that Mrs. Bert Combs lei using to cure 90 country hams is
Prestonsburg before her husband a well-kept family secret. They should be right, she says, by fall.
became Governor two years ago.
She tries to adapt family life to
the Governor's busy schedule. She
beams with pride at a new, fully
equipped kitchen just off the
family living room on the second
floor of the Mansion.
There she can cook favorite
meals for her family. Cabinets are
stocked with pickled corn, relish,
pickles, etc., that she canned herself. She also sews and does her
own hair.
Mrs. Combs watches grocery
advertisements, and often drives
her own car to the grocery to do
the shopping herself. She and her
sister, Mrs. Hazel Savage, housekeeper at the Mansion, plan the
menus.
Yes, the Combsea have a garden, too. "Bert is the' gardener."
Mrs. Combs said. One of his tomatoes last summer
weighed
about 3 pounds.
What about her two years in the
Mansion, which Mrs. Combs prefers to call "The People's House"?
"It has been a lot ot fun," she
replied.
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Mrs. J. C. Wilber honored her
littla daughter, 'Darlene, with a
party on her fifth birthday. last
Wednesday at her home at :301
Forestdale, South Fulton.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan was hostess to the Chestnut Glade HomeTakers Club in January for an
all-day meeting.
Twelve members of the Palestine Homemakers'Club and two
visitors were present on January
19 at a meeting-in the home of
Mrs. Charles Powell.

Mrs. Lucile Ogden gave the de- "
votional and Mrs. Mary. Parrish
red the club creed. Roll call' was •
answered by 10 members and two
visitors, Mrs. Eva Williams and
home agent, Mrs.eao Larsen. Mrs
Dorrathy Watts read the minetas
and the report. Old and pew business was discussed. A delicious
potluck luncheon was enjoyed at
the noon hoar.
,
Mrs. Ruth Sheridan, vice-president, took, over with the project
leaders. Mrs. Robbie Elliott ;lave
home furnishings; Mrs. Irene Nabors, food and nutrition; Mrs.
Dorothy•Watts reading. Mrs. Larsen gave the lesson on "Civil Defense", which -teas very good..
Recreation was enjoyed by all,
Robbie Elliott and Dorothy Watts
were the winners.
The club adjourned to meet aith
Mrs. Lon Watts and Mrs. Bob Elliott as co-hostesses February 28,
at 10:30.

The Welfare Workers Home
Demonstration Club met in the
lovely home of Mrs. Roy Nabors,
Grocery stores in Tennessee sold
January 24 with an all-day meeting. Mrs. Roy Watts called the an estimated 24.2 milliort pounds
meeting to order. Mrs. Bertie of frozen broilers, whole, cut-up,
and parts in 1980.
Phillips led the group in song
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Ken tura a ham for the 1963 Fultein--are p nnitea,
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iicf -1 is not the Sunday evening at ti with a not:Eh,' • ariagoal ot Mts. Combs ham-curing luck supper in the church (tisane
hobby, because the ham should room.
have a "good taste" after next
Sharing the honors with the
Pastor were his wife. Edna, his
daughter, Alice Jo, and Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Leggett.
The Woman's Society of Christian Service had charge of arraneements and all members of the
January 1 to March 1)
church were invited to attend
following the vesper service.
FOR ONLY
The Leggetts are moving tha,
week to Paris, -where he has accepted the pastorate of the First
Methodist Church. His successor
here, the Rev. W. T. Barnes of
(24 Months)
Humboldt will begin his new duties this week.
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WITH A TOUCH OF THE TOE!!!

* 100% NYLON UPHOLSTERY!
* 100% FOAM RUBBER CUSHIONS

MID-WIRER SPCIAL
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$7.81 Per Month
INSTALL 10

STORM WINDOWS
And One Full Inch Weatherstriped

STORM DOOR
Complete With Grill and Initial
—"Your Home Insulation Headquarters"—

Twin-City Home Improvement
Fulton, Ky.
RESIDENCE 1777

400 Main Street
PHONE 145

Speaking lo the Victory Homemakers Club meeting Thursday at.
the K. U. office, Mrs. Hirman.
Brown and Mrs. Harold Williamson told the members: "We must
always make our food and dining
table colorful and attractive and
our family will enjoy the ?heal
and be happy."
They told the members to prepare "special occasion" meals to .
be more than preparing the favorite food for more particular member of the family . . . especially
on birthdays, anniversaries, etc.
When having a family get-together
always give everybody a job, and
the meal will be much more enLAKE
joyable.
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Imperial blue as

REF

with purchase
of $5,00 or more
Seven additional coupons will appear
in our regular newspaper ads for SEVEN
SUCCESSIVE WEEKS. These coupons will
allow you to purchase seven four-piece
place settings at 99c each. Coupons will
also be available to save you money on
the accessory pieces.

Currier and Ives Print — Open Stock
Complete Your Service
Accessory Units Now Available
with These Accessory Units
Start Building Your Complete
P THIS VALUABLE
Dinnerware Service TODAY ... CLI

FREE COUPON

Deci)r Friends:
To say thank you to our old friends and by the way of introduction to those of you
who may be coming in for the first time we have purchased beautiful "Imperial" Blue
and
Dinnerware, with authentic Currier and Ives print, and priced the place settings
completer pieces at real money-saving prices. To start you off collecting the pieces you
want, your A&P offers the first place setting absolutely FREE!
Yes, a "Thank You" gift from A&P to you—just clip the big "FREE" coupon and
is
redeem it with your purchase of $5.00 or more. Hurry because the"FREE" offer
good only thru February 10th.
Just think—you can get 8 four-piece place settings...A total of 32-piece dinner
set...for only $6.93.

Coupon Good Only at A&P FOOD STORE
in FULTON, KY.
Plan now to bring in a coupon each week for the next 7 weeks

LAKE STREET

FOLTON,KY.

E WITH THIS COUPON
1 FRE
Rand
the purchase of $5.00 or more

ONE 4-PIECE PLACE SETTING

CURRIER AND IVES PRINT DINNERWARE '
COUPON GOOD FROM lz...B. 1st THI1U FEB 11h.

RE-

DEEMABLE ONLY AT A&P FOOD STORE IN FULTON, KY.
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
ADULTS ONLY
-- -

a

---z!
- ——;.6
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

FOOD STORE
AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1859
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Department of Industrial RelaSENATE—
tions, to the proper public author(Continued front Pete 01111)
ity handling the project.
The measure speciffes that preeluding Pendleton, Bracken, Robertson, Harrison, Nicholas and vailing wages "shall not be less
than the prevailing wages paid in
Bourbon counties.
the same trade or occupation in
Rep. Luther Morgan, D-Shelby- the locality."
•
ville, offered a bill backed by 10
Several wage board decisions on
spens9rs that would have a widesprload effect on public works rates have caused strong reaction
wages in Kentucky.
in local communities which felt
the wages were unrealistic il'y
to
power
the
change
It would
high for-the area.
the
from
Wages
fix prevailing
Morgan's bill presumably would
the
from
Board
Wage
Prevailing

:
collecting unemployment benefits
seven weeks after the walkout.

would
let a school board, for example,' introduced a measure that
second
set prevailing wages on projects. let counties containing
class cities appoint a building infor which it lets a contract.
spector. That authority now is
Sen.
by
introduced
bill
a
Under
limited to counties with first class
C. W. A. McCann, D-Louisville,
'cities.
horse
unlawful
for
the penalty
A bill offered by Rep. Brooks
race betting woind be increased
from 12 months to 1-5 years im- Hinkle, D-Paris, would change the
commencement dates, and length
prisonment.
of circuit Court Wins in Bourbon.
create
The measure also would
Scott and Woodford counties.,
to
license
a wagering director
-liRep. Vernor Cottengim, ID-Covpersons taking wagers outside
worklet
ington, offered a bill to
censed racing enclosures.
,an
Rep. John Isler, D-Covington, ers unemployed hr a ,strike be!
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Liquor Store, stepped out of th
liquor store next door and say
them at the jewelrylsOre door.
When. Mr. Schaffer went hadinto the liquor store to call the police the ti white men left in

Two Men Remain
Calm When Seen ,
Breaking Into Store

When you buy a new appliance,
be sure to save-the instructicm
manual. It's your best gaide to
satisfactory use and cate of the
appliance. Cover the manual with
plastic or place it in a' manila
folder or hard-cover looseleaf
notebook to help keep it usable.
Then store it in a convenient
place near where -the appliance
will be used.

ik hurry.• y0
mpting In
.
:ittr
e
Two mn
the lock on the front (ithir of An-.
When the police arrived, the
drews Jewelry Store remained found the lock broken, but thi
could
they
calm and asked where
pair h.,/ 'fled. The building wa:
buy a mixed dt'ink, ! when Irvin
not ellten.d.
Happy's!
of
Schaffer, an employe
id
-a

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

r-

OUND

A

OR
BONE
LESS
SWISS

Super Right Beef is not young immature
baby beef—not grass-fed range beef. Super Right is fully matured grain fed beef.
One high quality—no confusion—one
price as advertised.

Lb.

PORT ERHOUSEBaLb. 9',
9
SI

Come See
You'll Save
at Ail&

CHOICE
CUTS

RL(,)IN

49c

•

Lb

Size

SF P.

'
39
2
s
let
Nib
S
GE
ORAN
37c
Doz. 39. Northern Tissue
c
99
1;
(I.
fee
Cof
instant
Cheese
Cans

SUPER RIGHT ,SL

c9:
O
n8

I•

WHITE
ar
COLOR..

Rolls

Vine

19`Uban
10 69' Cherries :::::;:edd
4':.7.89(
Potatoes
Grapefruit rde..10 49c Fruit Cocktail ...on,. 4 t:.°,:.89°
(-Special
)64 49°
Bags
Tea
16°
Pole Beans :7"d.
446.0..99a
Drink
—FROZEN FOODS
Fudge Strips
45 Fruit Pie
S
7saanvcieuesto 4 L.
Pies
Meat
Palmolive
zzg- )4

Deal

Lb

idan0
US No 1 ..

BLabil

For

Our

for

Offer

Own

Lb

Delmonte Pineapple
Grapefruit

1-Lb
Reg

strict•
Mann

Cans

22-0z.42"c
*it
Pie

Mortons
(Save 10c)

.

Pies

Bara 41C

Nablecta

1-Lb.
Bow

Premium

Pt

Clt

29;
490

Saltine

Facial
Tissue

Rolls

Pkgs
of
400

2 Pkgs.)
of 200
27c

lc Sale — One
Economy Size Tube
,and One Regular
,

soap

Size

lath

•

Tube

t6-0z.
Box Li

Florieni

Deodorant .

Pillsbury
•••••
•••••••••••••

Can

All Flavors
Cake
Except Apple
pkg.
mixes( Crunch and)
Banana Loaf
B

Gold Medal

8. R.
Flouri

1.99

750
35c

Bag

Popular

Reg.

Brand

Size

I

Lightly

Salted )Lb

71.

Zest
Salads

Adds
To

Ctn

Kraft

Miniature

Bag

BALLARDS OR PILLSBURY

BISCUITS

Both
For

,
9
4
6
OVEN-READY

Eight O'Clock
dexo
Preserves

Cans
of

10

Ali-Purpose
Pure Vegetable

55c
69c
3
4
99c
I -Lb

Bag

Lb

Can

Shortening

Ann Page Pure
Peach, Pineapple
or Apricot

-Lb

Jar

BRINGS BACK
AND NOW JANE PARKER MAGIC
MEMORIES
FIAVOR AGLOW WITH GOLDEN
SUNNYBROOK FARM

Bread

Enriched

JANE PARKER

FULTON, KY.

Goftee

(3-Lb. Bag
51.59)

Apple Pie it

27C
j..39
1-Lb.
Loaf

Vienna Bread :Zap',7yolleed 2 L1.1-,,..35c
29c
crekr.re'l .(
Pound Cake o,
Potato Chips iZZer ( Sc 11.-,,c.b 59c
Filled I Sc 1 Ea. 33c
Coffee Cake
E. 49c
Bar Cake
Save
10c

Ea.

Save

Jane Parker / Save
Date

I
Jane Parker
Pecan Fudge ...%

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1859

26-Lb. 195

I Plain

49c

Doz.

Surinyfieid—Our
Finest Quality ....

43

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, FEB. 3
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, rt4c.

Caws

6-0z.

SUNNYBROOK GRADE A

Can

Bake -s

Giant
47 Oz Pkg

11-0z.

12-0z.
Pkg.

1-Lb.

Bam

Ajax Cleanser

MELO-BIT SLICED (Save toe)
American
Pimento
or Swiss

Lb

Box

of 600

:k:

Corn Oil

01034

Gans

7uLt-71nest

Fleischman*

ri

Jot

27 Oa

racial

Teague'

Lb.

5-Lb ).
Box
$1.50

2 J
Sauerkraut
39..
Kleenex Tissues
39a
Instant Cocoa
Large Eggs
n9c
Crackers ,s<7,s,',1ne )
Lb
Buffer
Sunny (
.25
Flour
se
n00 Blue Chee
rvel
ettes
MilkMa
Cigar
Ice
Marshmallows

37c 65c Crackers
While Cloud n.... 4 49c Scotties
PEPSODENT
Puffs
2 53c
TOOTH PASTE
Marga ne
43;
U.
70`
Palmolive
2 29t
Fab Detergent .
77;
LAKE STREET I,
Lestoil

Fancy
Beef

Calf

roP QUALITY

6-0z.

Tomatoes

4 CanL. 299
3,5g
33g
39c

Canned Ham
Fancy
Liver .3
Cod Fillets(

12-0z.

NIBLETS

) 49c

" h .ng

READY TO

or MEXICORN

2.425d

Ricoh' Skinless
Reg. or
AB •

I; V

cck

L

Stiller

'31 lst5
'f 10
SUPER t
7-Inch
Ribs
Cut
RIGHT N lb. 75c

SUPER(Blade)
Cut
RIGHT
Lb.

Mushrooms Lb. 59c
Fi0o.

dB BEEF ,ROAST

BEEF CLUCK ROA4T

'TEMPLE

Lb.

Fresh (3-1b. Basket 1.69)

Save
19c

/

I
No/

Crisco

Clorox

SHORTENING

BLEACH

Scott
Towels
White

-Lb.

(5°,,:". )3 82°
Can

39°

Gal

65°

Colors

2

125 Ft.
Rolle

41°

Waldorf
Tissue

Cut Rite
Wax Paper
Rell

nt,

or 4Roil.37°

White

Colors

SCOTT

-Soft-Weve

Scotkins

Scott Tissue

NAPKINS

WHITE OR COLORS

TISSUE
WAR*
or
Colors

2R.11s27° 2

35°
ot
P
"
:

4 Rolls52

'age 6
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whose sudden death came last
week.
MT.. (lance Boodurant
Mrs. Carey Frields • Survivors are her husband, Gilbert ,Roberts, a son, James Roy
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade
Leslie Lassiter and Bobbie Roberts, a daughter, Mrs. Ralph
spent last weekend in Memphis, Rickman, students of Palmersville Works, a, brother, Wade Glisson,
Tenn. with Mrs. Ethel Oliver and Hi were victims of influenza and and sister, Mrs. Lee Peery and
Lynette and Rev. and Mrs. Cecil confined to their room this past two grandchildren.
Mrs. Ed Frields is visiting in
Baker.
week. All their friends hope for a
Paducah, the houseguest of her
A large crowd of friends and quieit recovery.
children, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchrelatives attended a household
Mts. J. W. Bynum underwent
shower at the Cayce Methodist surgery at Hillview Hospital this ell on Clay Street.
Rev. James Holt filled his reguChurch Friday night for Mr. and past Friday. She is now at home
lar appointment at New Salem
Mrs. Elmer Liliker, whose home recovering nicely.
Baptist Church this past Sunday
was destroyed by fire several
Mr. and Mrs. David Lassiter and at 11 a. m. Sunday School is held
weeks ago. They received many baby daughter, Jacqueline
of at 10 a. m. and a full attendance
nice gifts.
Dresden Route spent the past
Bro. John Pough is conducting weekend here with his parents, was had. The pastor and church
invite all who may to worship at
program
education
three
night
a
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter.
each service throughout the day.
for the leaders in the Cayce
Mr. Cecil Davis was a patient
Get-well wishes arev extended
Methodist Church this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon McClellan in Hillview Hospital this past to Mr.. E. J. Jones who is a patispent Sunday with Mrs. Frankie week. There he received some x- ent in Jones Clinic in Fulton. Mr.
rays.
Jones is a retired farmer near this
McClellan.
Mrs. Mary Frields has been village, and has been in declining
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce spent
LACKLAND AF, Tex.—Airman-"
Sunday with Mrs. Mary Cruce confined to her bed this past two health for a few years.
'asic John E. Mann, son of Mr.
George Ed Cunningham has reweeks and we send best wishes
(AHTNC)—Specialist Four Jer- and Mrs. Ella Holly.
nd Mrs. James A. Mann, Rural
turned home to Dresden after an
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hutchinson for a recovery very soon.
oute No. 1, Middle Road. Fulton, ry A. Page, 21, son of Mr.anci Mrs.
eight day stay in
Obion Counis being assigned to the Carmi Page, 1004 Vine St., Fulton, and family of Fulton were Sunday Some tobacco of the dark-fired ty hospital. He isthedoing
as well
'nited States Air Force technical Ky., recently graduated from the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dood variety was delivered to the May- as can be
expected, but will be
field market this past week from
i-aining course for communica- Seventh U. S. Army Non-Com- Campbell.
Mr. and Mrs. Neely Hoodenpyle which a fancy price was received. laid up and absent from Dresden
:ons wire specialists at Sheppard missioned Officer Academy in Bad
Tolz, Germany. Specialist Page were Wednesday guests of Mr. Farmers anticipated a full allot- Hi, where he is a Senior. He is
.FB Tex.
enjoyiny his friends calling, cards
received four weeks of training in and Mrs. Charlie Sloan.
ment this year and already makAirman Mann, who has cornetc.
various military subjects with emMr.
Stahr
and
of
Mrs.
Jimmie
ing
preparations
to
burn early toleted his basic military training
phasis on leadership and combat Louisville, Ky announce the birth bacco beds soon as drier season
. t Lackland AFB, Tex., was seSay "It's In The News"
tactics. The purpose of the acad- of a son born Jan. 20. He has been reaches this locality.
' Tted for the advanced course on
emy is to broaden the soldier's named Mark Franklin. Mrs. Stahr
Mrs.
Clarence
Jackson is im'le basis of his interests and apti- professional knowledge and to in- will be remembered by her
proving from a stroke she suffertides.
Complete Line
still him with the self-confidence friends as Buna Carrie Hammonds, ed several weeks ago. She was a
The airman was graduated from and sense of responsibility re- daughter of Mrs. Valla Ham- patient in
Jones Clinic for treat- Hearing Aid Batteries
High
School.
'ulton
quired of a capable leader. Page monds.
ment and observation. She and
to, all makes of hearing Mast
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Jackson moved into Fulton
entered the Army in October 1959
Visit .or Nearlog Aid Depart
and was stationed at Fort Hen- Talmage Cot-urn will be glad to for the winter. Mrs. Jackson is the
mem at your first opportunity.
ROTA, Spain---Jerry E. Murray, ning, Ga., before arriving over- know they have moved from Ak- former Essie Davis and they will
viation structural mechanic sec- seas last March on this tour of ron, Ohio to Union City, Tenn.
return to their farm on St. Line
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Simpson road by early spring.
CITY DRUG CO
-id class, USN, son of Mr. and duty. He is a 1958 graduate of
Ira. Frazier T. Murray of Route-rata High School and attended and daughters, Pam and Tam of
Sympathy is extended to the 142 Lake Street
Phone 7
Flint, Mich. spent last week with family of Mrs. Estelle Roberts,
'..Crutcrifield, Ky., is-are serving Murray State College.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson.
ith Patrol Squadron give. tern2-Mrs..:Montez Oliver of Fulton
orarily based at the Naval Staspent Sunday afternoon with Mr.
.on, Rota, Spain.
and Mrs. Roy Cruce.
Known. as the "Mad Fox"
Mike Stayton of Murray College
tuadron, the group is engaged in
spent the weekend with his Par.iti
,
submarine patrot-operations
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Stayim Ictliind to the Aegean Sea.
ton. He entertained one of his
DrirIng the patrol duty, the
friends from the college in his
mleir.
k
•HI l'(
to
visit
home.
to ty
:t
Mr. and 'N.T:s. Cha;les A. Sloan
.0, 0:
and family ,,f Covington. Tenn.
were Siinr'..y ere.",
:
Mrs. Chariii
Mr. rind
s. Nay F
Yi.:itn,' Mr. arul
Thatn•eten
Ch
11.,
,v

CAYCE NEWS

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

HAS SURt . ..Y
Mrs. Harry Alli on is reported
By Nettie Lee Copelen
doing fine following surgery Friday afternoon, in Baptist Hospital
in Memphis. Her room number
(Last Week)
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs. is 939.
Ella Veatch visited Mr. and Mrs.
Verlie Byrd Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Carl Bell is improving at
this writing.
Mrs. Colen Brown spent awhile
Sunday afternoon with Mrs. Jean
All Makes and Models
Byrd.
•
Mrs. Janice Brown and baby
MOTOROLA
and Mrs. Colen Brown visited
Sales and Service
Mrs. Ella Veatch Wednesday af•
ternoon.
Roy Byrd of Murray spent the
weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Verlie Byrd.
Several from this community 111 Lake St.
Phone 4.5e
attended the funeral of Mrs. Betty Howard Sunday. The family
have our sympathy.
Bobby Elliott visited Mr. and DUTCH MILL MOTEL
Mrs. A. E. Green Sunday.
I k 1 It ‘N
24-liot
S1.0 lit Id. I.
1,00D
VALENTINE TWIST
%not \I) I HY C1.(11
Members of the Fulton Country
where The Trorlur
Club are invited to - the "ValenEspy.. finer'
tine Twist" on Saturday, Feb. 10,1
..
from 9 to 12 p. m. at the club.

ROCK SPRING NEWS

TV REPAIR

Wade Television

ON.M=11111•111.
,

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 41 Years

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons
FULTON
CALL 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

ITFUELD:
AD 5-2293

i

.

.6 ji
:

W i., -.',• : • I' While re,
Far Fa •
th the Set ,
Fleet. the Torvisited Ili.tig King, Yokosuka,
Tap;m: Subic Bay azid Manila, the
Philippines and Okinawa.

ja.mt:1 N
n
nr ".'slr. and Mrs. H.
n
•it_No. 2.
. Iiii I ,.en awarded the f'
Air Force Commeraiati
, reeOgnition of hik in'
iota, performance of duty while
assiimed to Seinbaeh AD. Germany, as an accounting and fin: nee superintendent.
• Sirguant St. John as presented
Arthur T.
Vie medal by,Col,
Frontczak, 38th Tactical Missile
Wing commander here.
The sergeant, who attended the
University of Tennessee, is married to the former Audrey Johnson of 2670 Bell Place. Bell, Calif.
They have three sons. James,
David and John.

F" iRT KNOK, KY.—Army Pvt.
J. Caldwell, son of Robert
.. Caldwell, 715 Marr St.,
,I.2kman, Ky., completed eight
.reeks of advance individual
'raining under the Reserve Forces
‘ct program at The Armor
rraining Center, Fort Knox, Ky.,
Ian. 10.
*.
Caldwell received training in
'CUNNINGHAM HONORED
'e dull( s and responsibilities of
David Cunningham has been
I; /if the four tank crew memvaledictorian for the 1961
the commander, driver,
graduating class at Tyner High
ier and loader:
Caldwell. 17. attended Fulton School. He achieved a straight A
average • for a point total of 3.0.
County High School.
Ile is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
()liver C. Cunningham, formerly
Home Newt jn The News
of this -city.-

.• I

Slot

'Foam y W !My:right of. NabTenn. spent
weekend
w ith Mr and Mrs. Sam crustin

O PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Charles fmtve •
About all the news this week is
about sick folks. Those on the sick.
list are Wilkins and Paula Long,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lowe. Mrs.
William Long and son, David, are
in Hillview Hospital.
We hear Mrs, Charles Brown is
improving after a recent operation
in Obion County Hospital. "
Mrs. Jane Greer • is improving
after two weeks in HillView and
Paducah hospitals and has returned to school.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Copeland of
Mayfield spent Sunday afternoon
with Mrs. Copeland's sister, Mrs.
Jack Lowe.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Stem and
family of Fulton were dinner
gnests of Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem
Sunday.
Congratulations.to Miss Janice
Mayhail on being selecterbBasketbap Queen last week at Soqth
Fulton.
Mrs. Loyd Milstead of Route 2
is still in bed but improving slowly.
Investment per farm worker in
the United States is more than
twice as great as the Investment
per worker in industry.

For the.

GOLDEN YEARS

0

u

If you like farming ... if you
like people... if you like fun
you'll like our John Deere•Day show! From start to °
finish, it's got something for -every member of
the family to enjoy ... useful, entertaining farm
information ... comedy . . . music . .. top-flight
•
Hollywood performer. Television personality •.
I•Pt;fr,"
George Gobel brings to the screen his familiar, .„,..11(
. 437741
home-spun brand of humor.
... as star of the heart- ?
I
warming story that ties the show together . . .
as master-of-ceremonies on film for the whole program. Gobel, veteran actor John Carradine, and
young Billy Mumy take you to a wondrous carnival that gas ail the color, glamour, and excitement of a county fair. You'll see "Lonesome
George" in comedy sketches as hilarious as anything he's ever done on TV. It promises to be a
day you'll long remember!

Jr'f
fie rai
George GOBEL

•

You'll witness new John Deere
equipment for 1962 ... combines actually being clocked in
the field ... a labor-saving way
to make hay . . . how topquality tractors are built ..
amazing oddities in farming ...
the story of a dealer's business.
Don't miss the greatest farm

show of the year in this areal

Come see this new portable crop dryer
and the whole line of "What's New"
for 1962.

DATE:

MONDAY FEB.5 TIME:

9:30 A. N.

"
E
P

Fulton Theatre

ALL farm families are invited FREE as our guests
TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a forextra !vamula like this
lency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.

GERIATRIC
capsules
NM MOM MD • I YEAS RD • DI Na(11 • DM URI won

. MOM MD

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

"YOUR LOCAL JOHN DEERE DEALER"
207 E. 4th St.

Phone 169, Fulton
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Hickman Spanish 'reacher Pays
Good Neighbor Visit To Mexico

DEATHS
Robert Miller

Relative Of
Fultonian Burns
To Death Saturday

Sixth Grade At Carr Elementary
Puts Out Fine Issue Of Paper

Milton 4-H Club
Has Meeting

"The Sixth Grade Flash", a and
Mflton 4-H Chib met recently,
Robert L. Miller of Warren,
school papers.
newspaper published by students
Mich., died on Jan. 22 at Mt. Cle"We reported on :newspaper with the meeting opening with the
Orville Eads of Bloomington, of
-bourbon and pecans.
Carr
Elemen
tary
4-H pledge. The president called
School, is a clippings from other papers;
mens, Mich., hospital.
Ind., father-in-law of Mrs. Philip
wrote
The idea of a Christmas in Mexfine little newspaper.
news stories; studied synonyms, the meeting to order. Then, there
Services were held Jan. 25 at 2 Eads, the former Jane Dawes
ico was conceived by Lamb as a
of
The
staff
is
compos
ed of Glenda antonyms, and homonyms:
was a. song, "Come All Ye Faithdramapromotion for ifickman's Pan- p. m. at the Mt. Pelia Baptist Fulton, was burned to death Sat- and Roma,(didn't have
ful", led by the recreation leaders.
last names tized telephone. conversations
for
American Day parade slated April Church. The Rev. J. P. Selph of- urday afternoon, when fire de- listed) Eclitors;_Steve
and
Donnie, obtaining information; did person The ether song was "Jingle Bells".
14. Gov. Zapata was invited to ficiated. Burial was in the church stroyed his home.
publishers; Becky and RIC, Sports al
Members answered the roll
interviews, reported
• No details were learned here, Editor;
ball
send a representative of his state cemetery.
Cindy,
Society
with yes or no on fixing the dressEditors games; and wrote feature's.
but
his
wife
Mr.
Miller
and
four
was born Feb. 24,
to the Hickman observance,
children, Mike and Paul, Circulation:
Lady
"Of course you need the car- er drawers. There were $1.20 dues.
1879. He was a retired farmer and who live at home, were not at Rose and
Surma, Proof readers: toonists' explana
The amiable,enthusiastic teachtions to under- taken up.
a member of the Central Baptist home at the time, ind it was Carman, Patsy
Tamaulipas which
and
borders er has made Spanish so popular in
Peggy,
The treasurer's report was $2.20.
c- stand the cartoons but they were
thought he must have been asleep toonist
s.
Ca
Brownsville, Texas on the north- the county that it is now being Church of Martin.
•
perfectly clear and 'rneabingful af- Members discussed
unfinished
He leaves three daughters, Mrs. when the house caught fire.
In the mai) Tuesday The News
east coast of Mexico, is one of the taught in grade school„ high school
ter you heard them. They just business of the drawers. They also
received a Copy of "The Flash'',
country's 29 states. Governor and adult classes. The language Don Bradley of Warren, Mich.,
discuss
ed sewing for the girls and
don't understand how limited our
.acconapanied by a very.nice letter
Bert Combs sent a Kentucky Col- comes rather naturally to him, Mrs. Buton Strait of Houston,
leather-craft for the boys.
imaginations are.
from Mrs. Leonard Allen, a
onel's commission to Tamaulipas having grown up in Asherton, Texas and Mrs. Walter Borchard
There was a program conducted
."This is just another example
of Barlett, Ill.; two brothers, R. S.
governor Norberto Trevino Zap- Texas near the Mexican border.
Ed Hollis, Fulton carpenter, teacher at Carr Elementary.
of unit work in our public schools. by the recreation leaders. Sandra
.Millpr of Martin, Route 4 and J. died of a heart
Her
letter,
ata. Carrying the good wishes of
explain
ing
the
paper,
attack Tuesday at.
Lamb and the Hickman Jaycees
We thought, since it was in your gave a talk on "The Best Time of
P. Miller of Martin, Route 4; and 12:30 p.
Kentucky on the visit was J. M. hope to plan a week-l
m. .at Jones Hos- follows:
the Year," and. Sammy and Verline, you might enjoy it."
ong sche- two grandchildren.
Fulton County News
Lamb, 45-year-old Spanish teach- dule of events in connect
pital,
after
an
extend
ed illness.
(Eds. Note: We certainly did! non recited a poem.
ion with
Fulton, Ktintucky.
er in Fulton County Schools. As the April 14 good-n
He was the son of the late Al- He was 63.
Th.-re was a play that followed
Keep up the fine work, boys a
eighbor abserfred C. Miller and Belle Leigh
an added measure of friendship, vance. A Venezulean consul
Mr. Hollis was born in Obion "Dear Staff:
about' vitamins. The meeting was
girls!)
has
"Mr. Holland thought you
Miller.
he carried gifts of well-known already accepted an invitat
County, Tenn., Nov. 25, 1895, son
might
chAed with the song, "We Love
ion to
be interested in seeing this
Kentucky and Hickman products attend.
Pallbearers were Wilburn Bell, of the Tate Mr. and Mrs. Edward
copy TRANSFERRED TO MEMPHIS Our 4-H Club."
of
our
little newspaper. This was
Wayne Bowlin, Ed Bowlin, Leon Hollis. He Was a member of the
Mrs. Linnie Clark. was transferthe culminating activity in
a lan- red Sunday from the Fulton HoneDunlap, Alfred Littrell and Fred Rieeville Baptist Church.
guage
1
arts unit.
SHAW, BANK HEAD
He leaveS his wife, Mrs. Eloise
Burchanan.
pital in Memphis in a Hornbeaki
Hastings; two daughters, Margie -"There are many errors in, the ambulance. Her room
numbe
Howar
r
d I.. Shaw has been namisl
paper,
but the children enjoyed
Butler of Wingo and Mrs. Mary
944.
1 ed president of the Itiberty Savdoing it and had many
Lou Foster of Chicago; and seven
interesting
ines Bank of Mayfielii. He sucand worthwhile experi
A recent amendment to Selec- emergency, and thus facilita
grandchildren.:
ences
MAKE HONOR ROLL
tes
ceeds C. A. Byrn, first and ()cising up to the paper's printinleadtive Service Regulations issued by the mobilization of manpo
Service
g
s'
will
be
Ann
held
Laraine Fields and Barbara president until now, who sThursday
wer
"There was parliamentar
Rucker Wheelis of Routb 4, at 2:30 p. m. at
the President, was explained to- rapidly in case of need.
Y pro- A. Peeples of South Fulton made named
the Riceville Bap- cedure
chairman of the board ce'
in -.electing the staff.
day by Lt. Colonel Everette S.
We the fall -quarter honor roll at directors. Mr Sipa:
Colonel Stephenson estimated Mayfield died at 4 a. m. Monday tist Church. Bro. R. H. Sullivan, studied
is formerly of
tile make-up of large
at the residence in the Baltimore pastor, will
Stephenson, Kentucky State Di- that 40 percent of the
officiat
UTMB,
e.
Burial will newpapeis,
according to a release Fulton. He went to Mayfield from
registrants
small town papers from the
rector of Selective Service.
of Kentucky, now being found not Community. He was 51 and had be in Rock Springs Cemetery. The
school. •
the F'ulton hank in 1956.
"The regulation was amended to qualified by the Armed Forces been in ill health for sometime.
body is at the liornbeak Funeral
,
He was a, brother of Torn Home.
create a new selective service would he eligible for the
new Wheelis of
Dukedom and Mrs.
classification. The new classifica- classification. This estima
te was Myrtle Hender
son of Fulton.
tion is Class 1-Y", the State Di- based on a pilot project.
Service
s were held at 2 p. m.
rector said.
'IA review of the files of the
Wednes
day at the Baltimore Bap"Registrants who are found not 87,020 IV-F registrants in the
JOIN THE CROWD AND FUN
Miss Lessie Clymer Starnes, a ,
tist Church. The Rev. Clyde Wade
qualified by the Armed Forces for state's 136 local boards indicat
ed officiated. Burial
residen
AT PIGGLY
t
of
the
Obion urea most of
was in Little
military service under current that approximately 35,000 will
be Obion Ceemte
ry, under direction her life, died Sunday Morning in
physical, mental, and moral stan- eligible for possible militar
y serdards, but who.are considered to vice in a declared emergency," of Hopkins and Brown Funeral the home of a relative in South
Fulton. She was 56 and had been
Home of Wingo.
be qualified to serve in an emer- Colonel Stephenson said.
ill for several months.
gency will be placed in the new
Colonel Stephenson added,"The
Services were held at 2 Monday
class. Previously such men were local boards in the state of Kenafternoon in the Obion Church of
placed in Class IV-F. Only men tucky had anticipated the
change
Christ. John B. Hardeman, minis. not qualified for any military in the regulations and Are
ready,
ter of the church, officiated. Buservice will be placed hereafter in upon receipt of amended
Service
s
were
heldat
3
p.
m
regularial was in the Campground.cemeClass IV-F," the State Director tions, to reclassify •
AMF. tery
those regist- Wednesday at the' St.
near Troy, King Funeral
added.
rants into the appropriate classifi- Church here for Mrs. A. Z. Tuck"Current standards of physical, cation."
er, 65, principal of Milton Ele- home, of Obion in charge of armental, and moral acceptability
mentary School, who died at the rangements.
Pallbearers were W. J. Turner.
are higher than those which the
Fulton Hospital Saturday mornSPEAKS TO LIONS
Jesse Turner, Dr. James Wright,
Armed Forces* would use in an
Mrs. Agatha Voelpel, director ing at 10:10 following a short illClifford Wright, Bobby Scates and
emergency," the State Director of Child Welfare in this area;
was ness. She was admitted to the Wayne- Ellis.
said.
the guest speaker at the regular hospital Friday. Burial was in
The new classification permits weekly meeting of the Fulton Louisville. Funeral arrangement, Miss Starnes was born Sept. 21,
the ready identification day by Lions Clubs at the Park Tefrace were under direction of the Sapp 1905 in Rives, daughter of the
late Jesse and Mattie Clymer
day of men who are considered Friday. She spoke on "Strength- Funeral Home of Mayfield.
to be qualified and available in an ening the Home"
Mrs. Tucker, who was born in Starnes. She was a graduate of
.
Louisville, Sept. 7, 1896 had lived Obion High school and a member
in Fulton for many'years. She at- of the Obion Church of Christ. In
tended West Kentucky Industrial past years she had been a searrw_.
College for two year and receiv- stress and often served its a comed her Bachelor of Science degree panion to elderly persons.
She leaves a brother, Ton;
from the University of Chicago in
1921. She had taught School for Starnes of Obion, ahd two sisters,
PACK OF 6
42 years, and was in her 30th year Mrs. J. H. Verhine of Fulton, and
I HENDERSON
as a teacher at Milton Elementary Mrs. (1;,! W-ield of Martin.
school. She was named principal
in 1948 by the Fulton City Board
of Education and had served in
this capacity since that time.
A good neighbor from Kentucky celebrated Christmas in two
countries last year. The first he
spent with his family in Hickman
on Dec, 25. The second he spent
in Mexico Dec. 28 promoting
friendly relations between the
states of Ke'ducky and Tamaulipas.

Ed Hollis -_

Amendment To Selective Service
Regulations Explained By Director

Bucker Wheelis

RED TAG SALE

Miss Starnes

DELJCIOUS PORK
Bar-B-O Sandwich
and Ice Cold Pepsi
Cola. Both For

Mrs. A.Z.Tucker

5c

YOU ALL COME

HERE'S THE ONE YOU'VE WAITED FOR!

DIXIE WINNER FLOUR . . 25 LB. BAG S1.00

Barton's January Clearance
SWEATERS, REG. $10.95 to $25.00

METRECAL

Fulton Book
Being Prepared

One-half PRICE !

Mrs. C. D. Whitlock

BARGAIN BASEMENT SPECIALS

ALL WOOL SUITS

JACKETS

R. $29.95 - $60.00

Reg. $4.95 to $19.95

$19.95 - $24.95
ALL WOOL PANTS

1-2 PRICE!
WHITE SHIRTS

Reg. $10.95 to $13.95

One Price $5.95
TOPCOATS
Reg $29.95

Reg. to S4.50

New $2.45
SPORT SHIRTS
Reg. $4.00 to 56.95

Now $19.95

One Price $2.95

MEN'S
WEAR
SOUTH SIDE OF THE SQUARE MAYFIED,KY.

BARTON'S

Three Fulton citizens are busy
agaai this year preparing a scrapMrs. C. D. Whitlock, 88, mother booi. for the 1961 Commu
nity
of Mrs. Robert Graham of Fulton, likelopinent Contest. This
will be
died at 11:05 Thursday morning in tice seventh tune that
Fulton
the Weakley County Hospital, o ... be entering
the state-wide
following a lengthy illness.
i • .;ast.
She was a member of the Rals.sy preparing for the Feb. 20
ton Baptist Church.
.,, dine are Mrs. Vyron Mitchell,
She leaves two other daughters, I. art Burrow and Mrs.
Cavite
Mrs. R. L. Riddle of Martin and
e. A coninuttee hum the
Mrs. Hassell Ross of Martin; a
'W club, composed of Mrs.
grandchild and two great-grandie Belle tdwards, Mrs. LUtelle
children.
1
ling and Mrs. Mildred FreeServices were held at S p. m. :. ., will assist with
the project
Friday in the Doug Murphy Fun- ,,. Alining this
week.
eral Home at Martin. The Rev.
lans are being made ior the
Robert Wall of Fulton and the
2 contest which will not inRev. William G. Adams of Martin , • le a scrapbook
entry. Commitofficiated. Burial was in East Side . .> will be named
to set up
Cemetery.
als of each Hickman organizaPallbearers were Richard Fuqua, tion.
Pete Carmichael, A. P. Hynds,
Fulton hopes to win first prize
Harry Davis, Hubert Wright and tills year,
according to the ChamWill Adams.
ber secretary, Mrs. Olive. Last
year Fulton placed third and the
year before, fifth prize.

Henry C. Webb

Choice Building Lots Located In
Circle Drive Addition In
South Fulton

See or Call

THE CANNON AGENCY
Broadway Phone 55

1111iIIIMMINIIIIIMIIIIIMAL,A1111111111111118111110

LOTS FOR SALE

Henry C. Webb of near Lynnville died suddenly at the home of
his brother, Johnie Webb in Lynnville at 7:15 p. m. Monday. The
two brothers were milking at the
time. Coroner Coy Drew attributed his death to a heart attack. He
was 50.
Mr. Webb, a bachelor, was born
Operating cost of Kentucky's
in West Plains, Mo., Aug. 23, 1911,
son of Robert F. and Ettie Myrtle public schools during the past
fiscal year totaled $188 million,
Stephenson Webb of
Weakley State Superi
ntendent of Public_
County. He and his brother had
been engaged in farming'together Instruction Wendell P. Butler hats•
reporte
d
to
the
1962 General Assince Henry returned from, World
sembly now in session.
War II.
Making
a
biennial report to the
He leaves another brother; S. F.
Webb of Akron, Ohio; a sister, 'egislators, Butler said salaries of
,•lassroom teachers, princip
als,
Mrs. A. R. Austin of Fulton; six
‹upervisors and substitute teachnieces and one nephew.
ers accounted for $100,071,353,
or
Services were held Wednesday
at 2 p. m. at the Lynnville Church ibont half the total.
The
state's
209 school superinof Christ. Bro. Lloyd Canter of
Lynn Grove officiated. Burial was tendents were paid $1,586,200 for
salarie
s
and
for
their ,ervices as
in Williams Cemetery in
Weakley
County, under direction of Jacks secretaries of the local boards of
educati
on.
son Brothers Funeral Home.

Operating Costs
Of Schools Total
$188 Million

CALIF'ORNIA. Highway construction. Winter work. Long, top
paying jobs. Send 30c & stampe
d
A regional conference on dis- envelope for "Joe
News." QDCO,
cipleship will be held for Metho- 'Box 132, Medina
, Wash.
dist laymen February 2-4 at Kenlake hotel.
Say "It's In The News"
METHODIST MEET

_

$1.39 I SUGAR

VANITY ICE MILK .

FLAKO or SPRY

10 LB. BAG

89c

31-2 GAL. $1.00

I ARMOUR

SHORTENING 3 Lb. Can 49c I MEET

12 Oz. CAN

MAX. HOUSE COFFEE inst. Big 10 oz. Jar
BLUE 2 GIANT PKG.

RINSO

YELLOW

39c

S1.00

6 - 1 LB. Pkg.

$1.00 I OLEO

S1.00

HUNTS PEACHES . . . 4 2 1-2 CANS S1,00
STRAINED

GREEN GIANT

BABY FOOD 10 4 oz. Jars S1.00 PEAS

DEL MO% TE RED

SALMON

1 LB. C FIN 79c SALMON

KELLEYS BAR-B-QUE

PORK

3 Reg. Cans

KELLEYS

CHILI

SHANK

HAMS

1 1 LB. CAN 59c

$1.00 SAUSAGE 5 REG. CANS $1.00
4 Reg. Cans

$1.00 TAMALES

$1.00

STEWING

PORT. LB. 39c HENS

SLICED SMOKED

LB. 35c

PURE PORK

JOWEL BACON 3 LB.PKG. $1.00 SAUSAGE

THICK SLICE

BACON

15c

KELLEYS VIENNA
KELLEYS

4 300 CANS

SMOKE

303 CAN

FAIR WEATHER

2 Lb. Pkg.

3 Li:11TC $1.00

LG. CHUNK STYLE

99c BOLOGNA

LB. 39c

RED POTATOES. . . . . . 25LB.BAG 79c
RUBY RED

I JUICE

GRAtEf:RUIT 5 LB. BAG 29c I ORANGES

_

Doz. 19c

PRICES EFFECTIVE THURS. FEB. 1st. THUR
SAT. FEB. 3

gly Wi
203 SO. BROADWAY

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
ACRES OF FREE PARKING
WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS
OPEN TILL 9 P. M.6 DAYS 12:30 P. M. TILL 9 P.
M.SUNDAYS

Clinton Woman, One Of Two, Chosen
Master Farm Homemaker For 1961

• DUKEDOM RT. 2
By Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
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Gobel To Star
In John Deere
Show In Fulton

Happy Birthday

Page 8
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"UC-Obion County C. Of C."
IsNow The Official Name

•

We are glad to see the sun shire
The News would like to wish
each year.
after so many dreary days.
Happy Birthday to the following
Mrs. Newton, who has been
Mr. W. L. Rowland's condition
persons:
Feb. 1-Mrs. Virgil Davis,
0
married for 41 years, lives with
is no better. Paul Cathey is a patiMrs. A. B. Roberts; Jan. 2-Jane
her husband on a 265-acre farm
ent in the Fulton Hospital. Mr.
George Gobel, noted TV per- Burton, Mrs. Bob White, Mrs.
The
Union City Chamber of whicti bind together the conomic
near Irvine. Although her 6 chil- sonality, will star in the coming
George Golden is to undergo surMcClanahan, Charles Wilson; Commerce recently became "The of Union City and the rest (
dren are married and have chil- Jctin Deere Day program to be Cleo
gery Monday morning. He is in
Jan.
-Mrs.
3
W. D. Galloway, Union City-Obion County Cham- Obion county are becoming strong
dren of their own, Mrs. Newton is held at Fulton Theatre February
the Fulton Hospital and is the
still an active homemaker and 5, at 9:30 A. M. by Burnette Trac- Wanda Holland, Terry McDanile ber of Commerce" liy action of its er each year.
father of Mrs. A. T. Hicks. Mrs.
Felix
Gossum;
and
Jan. 4-Mrs. board of directors, in session at
community worker.
Jesse Riggs' condition is no better.
tor Co., host for the event.
Ward Bushart, Jeannie Davis, the Farmers Exchange bank.
Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard and their
FINAL SESSION
Mr. and -Mrs. Roy Emerson are
In addition to lending his com- Maxwell McDade, J. E. McCollum,
two daughters live near Clinton edy to the role of "Uncle Henry" Tommie Fields, Marge
The chamber will be identified
spending this week with their son,
The final session of the stuci.
Satterfield;
by its new name in all forthcomand do general farming. The en- In a film fantasy which serves as Jan. 5-Tommy
Robert, who is just (..“ o' a
Rxum, Joe Ben"Churches in New Times" we
ing activities and in publications
tire family is active in community a background for the entire pro- nett, Rice Owen,
Memphis hospital.
Raymond Brown
held at First Methodist Churc
of the organization. Membership
affairs; Mrs. Hilliard has served gram, Gobel will also double- on-and Mrs. Hampton
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Casey had
Cox; Feb. 8-Monday afternoon at 1:30 by th
by businessmen throughout Obion
as president of both her local and film as the program's master of Linda Whitnel,
as guests Sunday, Mr. and Mrs.
Noah Paschall,
Woman's Society of Christiai
county Homemakers Club organi- ceremonies.
Mary Louise Locke; Feb. 7-Don county will be encouraged.
W. K. Blalock, Mr. and Mrs. HerService. Mrs. Bob White was th
zations and as state vice-president
Wright,
Ronald
Saylor,
schel Floyd and Mr. and Mrs, L.
Mildred
P.
White,
chamber
James
According to Mr. Burnette, this
ex- principal speaker at the sessio:
C.
of the Kentucky Federation of
T. Williams.
year's film is altogether different Morelock, Mary Sue McAlister, ecutive secretary, said the move held Thursday afternoon, using a
Homemakers.
was
made
Bradley;
recognition
in
Lila
Feb.
from
8--D.
of
any previously show, .1
the her subject, "The Philosophy o
D. Legg,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Yates and
Ann Fhitnel, Donna Hastings, fact that the' inseparable ties Missions."
John Deere Day.
Renee of Fulton were guests of
Mrs.
W.
J.
Baker;
Feb.
-Mrs.
9
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Woven into the program, which
Yates Sunday.
features, besides Gobel, Holly- Emma Mann, Mrs. Carey Frields;
MRS. H. D. HILLIARD
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp
wood's John Carradine and child Feb. 10-Raymond Bowles, Mrs.
Mrs. Floyd Newton, Estill councalled on the Oliver Taylors Sunactor Billy Mumy, are six addi- Will Moore; Feb. 11-Patsy Holdty, and Mrs. H. D. Hilliard, Hickday afternoon.
tional educational,
informative er, Mrs. Eunice Robinson, Leland
TURNPIKE-PROVED
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie James Yates man county, have been chosen
films. These include the best in Jewell, L. A. Pewitt, W. A. Jones.
Kentucky's Master Farm Homeare sick with colds.
"Oddities," a collection of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ncirman Puckett makers for 1961. They will be
Two State -Highway workers are most popular "Oddity" films
of Lone Oak were Saturday night honored at the Tuesday afternoon
back on the job after being laid shown in previous John Deere
guests of W. L. and Allie Row- general session. Jan. 30, during
Days since the series began some
the annual UK Farm and Home off from six weeks to two years. years ago. Also included is "All
land.
60...80...100 MPH
Chester Gouger who was laid off
Mr. A. A. McGuire is much im- Week here.
in a Day's Work," .an unusual
Thousands oi test-track
-Is a State laborer,about two years
proved. He was able to go to
harvest film showing late-model
miles have been run with
Presenting the awards will be ago returned to work.
Sunday Schol Sunday and he and Mrs..Carl
these
All-Weathers for
Evans, president of the
Hewitt Stewart, laid off Nov. combines being checked in grain
Turnpike driving!
safer
Mrs. McGuire were guests in 'the Kentucky
Federation of Home- 30, returned to his job as heavy fields in various parts of the counCunningham home.
The local staff of the Commonmakers. This organization, along equipment operator last Thursday. try. Other films are "Pattern for
Mr. and Mrs. Thurmon Eu- with
Performance," the story of the re- wealth Life Insurance Company
the Master Farm Homemak- morning.
'
banks and family of Camp Camplationship between careful manu- under the leadership of Phil
ers Guild and the UK Cooperative
Dan Whitson, also laid off Nov.
bell v.-ere the weekend guests
of Extension Service, sponsors the 30, has not been rehired as a grad- facturing, checking, and testing of Parker, was awarded the coveted
her mother, Mrs Hattie Puckett.
NIrede Farm Homema ers awar s er.
'ef tractors, and the performance of Vice President's Trophy for havthe tractors in the field; "One- ing finished the tear of 1961 leadMan Hay Day," a report on the ing the entire company.
NYLONS
John Deere one-man haying sysThis staff of men consists of
GUARANTEED NATION-WIDE
tem and the way it pays off in Phil Parker, Fulton, Randall
lowered labor cost and in increas- 'Brown, Dukedom, Glen Byrd and
For one fall year. Your written certificate eats.
that the original owner of new All-Weathers has
ed milk and beef production from Ray Jackson,' Fulton, George
tires guaranteed against normal road hazards-better hay; and "Partners," a film Barnett, Hickman: Kelly Ross
I.e., blowouts, fabric breaks, cute-except repairable punctures for one full yearl Any Goodyear
'story showing the united efforts Clinton and Arnold -Beard, BardALL-WEATHERS
dealer will repair, without charge, or make allowof manufacturer, dealer, and well.
Safer tires aren't
ance on a new tire based on original tread depth
remaining and current "Goodyear Price".
ezzsensive
farmer in giving impetus to the
thew
In addition to the winning of
2-T A I I - W•ath•re
business of agriculture. Of course, this trophy all of the above men
Sr. proof. You'll get
the highlight of. the program is except Ray Jackson won .an
exmileage, traction
"What's New fo; '62," a complete pense paidettir for them and
aplenty, and th•
line-up of what's new in tractors their wives for
quality Goodyear
a week in Miami,
*6.70x It black leW•
ON ALL FALL AND WINTER MERCHANDISE
and equipment.
Minds into every
type plus tag and
Fla., in March 1962.
your old tire
kires
"It's a Family Program" said
Jackson, who only joined the
with the old tires off your ow IefadiESS of COndlike.
Burnette Tractor Co. "It's a real company in July 1961 did not
AT THE
good blend of entertainment and have sufficient time with the
information with enough smiles company for the Miami trip.
to make it truly enjoyable and
GOODI
IVEAR
enough serious interest to make it
None PrOPtG RIDE ON 0001:4EAR TIRES THAN ON ANY OTHER KIND
GRASS FIRE MONDAY
really worthwhile. The program
will be free to all farmers
and
The Fulton Fire Department
their families. And you don't
have wasv called out at 3 p. m. Monday
to own a John Deere
Tractor to to put out a grass fire at the
attend-just being a
303 Reed St.
Phone 947
practicing home of Arnold Mullins on Highfarmer is ticket enough."
way 45.
Fulton, Ky.

Stewart Back
With Highway
Department

Local Insurance
Staff Awarded
Coveted Trophy

COODYARS

THE BIGGEST SALE IN FULTON THIS WEEK

$21.54

FINAL CLEARANCE!

Leader Store

C. B.& 0. TIRE CO.

• FOR LADIES AND GIRLS •

Wonderful Selection Of 300

DRESSES

Ladies Catalina Skirts and
Sweaters at 1-2 Price

Values to $12.98

Other

FOR ONLY $5.00

Skirts And Sweaters

Val. to $19.98 for $5.98 to $7.98

$2.98 to $7.98

EXTRA
SPECIAL

As Low As

ENTIRE STOCK OF LADIES
HOSE INCLUDING SEAMLESS.
LIMIT ONE TO CUSTOMER.

BIG YALU

COFFEE
REG. OR
DRIP

59c

LB. 55c

NEW - DELICIOUS - TASTY.
FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM

Just for $1.00 you can get Ladies and
Children's Shoes, Lingerie and Blouses

$1.00

$1.00

•FOR MEN AND BOYS•
ONE LARGE TABLE OF MEN'S

ONE GROUP OF

WHITE DRESS SHIRTS

BOYS SPORT SHIRTS

Regular $3.98

Regular $1.98

NOW _ $1.98

NOW 99c each.

BOY'S $2.98 DOUBLE KNEE

MEN'S

WESTERN JEANS
$1.98 Pr.

TEE SHIRTS AND BRIEFS
2 For $1.00
MEN'S

ALL BOYS

ALL MEN'S

CAR COATS
$4.98

CAR COATS
$6.98

FELT HATS
Now Going At

1-2 PRICE

ALL MEN'S CATALINA SWEATERS

REDUCED TO 1-2 PRICE

CHUCK ROAST
BOLOGNA
GROUND BEEF
PINTO BEANS
POP CORN
PEACHES
OLEO
POTATOES

NO REFUNDS

NO RETURNS

SWIFTS

CUT

PRO TEN

GOOD

BY THE

QUALITY

-

LEAN

OR GREAT

NORTHERN

ROCKET

HUNT'S

2 1-2 SIZE .

PAT1DES

FANCY
RED

PIECE

FRESH GROUND

8 OZ SIZE

LEADER STORE

lb. 49c
lb. 25c
lb. 39c
211n. 25c
lb. 10c
4 cans 99c
Sc.
25 lb. bag 7ac

BLADE

COUNTRY STYLE
EACH

b. 1, 196:

the conorru
the rest (
orning strong

ilON
)f the study
Times" wa
dist Churc
: 1:30 by th
Christia!
hite was th
the sessio,
oon, using a
'hilosophy o

DV]

6E44,j„izt's,

Son.

MPH

:-track
o with
ers for
dog!

;,5:1:'$';14;* •

arneS &
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•
\IV.

AMES BE
early
V4I• J
Spotted in E.Watcbers are out-STOCK UP-ON
money.
Be
Can
the
SO
Bird
own
value for
CHIC1CS" in 'T DISPLAYS. Our best of the Flocks.
great
Slickest POULTRY -PARTS. They're
picicing the
The
morning
FRYER
SON
in the
'THESE FINE

/1/

VIDE

ta stater
hers has
asards-: repair;oodyear
•allowed depth

SWIFT EMPIRE TOM

TURKEYS

1'21*

14 to 16 Lb. Average,

R KIND

347

19c
ic
9c
5c
lc
9c

IC

90

Cherry, Apple, Peach _ Mrs. Smith Large - Size

FRUIT PIES 25 oz. 3 For $1.00
DIXIE-CHEF 15 OZ. SIZE
CHILI with beans 5 Cans S1.00
BALLARD OR PILLSBURY
BISCUITS . . 6 Cans 49c
Pride of Geergia No. 2 1-2 Size Freestone
GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
PEACHES . . . 4 Cans $1.00
CHICKEN BREAST Lb. 59c SEALTEST (TENN - STORE ONLY)
GOVERNMENT INSPECTED CHICKEN
ICE CREAM
1-2 GaL 59c
LEGS & THIGHS Lb. 39c MO Blue Bonnet' 4 Us.51.00
GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
SWIFT'S BROOKFIELD
WINGS Chicken Lb. 29c CHEESE SPREAD 2 1-b. box 79r
GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
BACKS Chicken Lb. 19c
GOOD - EATING
GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
GIZZARDS Chicken Lb. 29c
POTATOES

SOUTHERN - BELLE PURE - PORK

RED

SAUSAGE 2 Lb. Bag $1.15
SOUTHERN - BELLE
SLICED BACON Lb. 49c

NICE LEAN

PORK CHOPS

19c

Southern-Belle 8 to 10 lb. avg. whoie or half
Average

C

10 Per

EACH

Pound

COOKED HAM

Lb. 49c

10 LB

With additional $5.00 order

ARMOUR - STAR 12 OZ. PKGS.

Cello Bag 5c
FRANKS all meat 3 pkgs $1.00 RADISHES
LARGE SIZE EACH
B.(1. CHICKENS Lb. 69c BELL PEPPERS 2 For 15c
GREEN ONIONS 2 Bunches 19c
CHASE AND SANBORN
COFFEE

(TENN - STORE - ONLY)
KRAFT'S SLICED 8 OZ. PKG.

ARKCO 151/2 OZ.SIZE

PINTO BEANS Can 10c

AM-CHEESE 3 for $1.00
MARSHMALLOWS 37c

BUSH'S 15 OZ.

KRAFT'S 8 OZ. BOTTLE

GREEN BEANS Can 10c

KRAFT'S 2 - 10 OZ. PKGS.

BUSH'S 15 OZ. SIZE

G. N. BEANS Can
BUSH'S 15 OZ.

SWIFT'S 3 LB. JAR

NAVY BEANS Can 10c

PEANUT BUTTER

BUSH'S SHOWBOAT 14 OZ.

TRENTON or GOOD N' RICH

SPAGHETTI

CAKE MIX 4 Boxes $1.00
RANCH STYLE Beans 33c

Can 10c

PORK and BEANS Can 10c

99c

STAR-KIST 61-2 OZ.SIZE CAN

BLACKEYE PEAS Can 10c

TUNA FISH 3For $1.00

BUSH'S 15 OZ.SIZE

LARA-LYNN 1 1-4 LB.PKGS.

JERGENS

Can 10c
BAR

BATH-SIZE SOAP Bar 10c

SWEET & JUICY

C POUND

BUSH SHOWBOAT 15 OZ.

RED BEANS

ORANGES

FRENCH DRESSING 25c

10c

BUSH'S SHOWBOAT 141'
2 OZ.

TEXAS

With an Additional $5.00 Purchase

VANILLA WAFERS 29c
COLGATE ECONOMY PACK

CORN
WITH
AN
ADDITIONAL
$5.00
PURCHASE

TOILET SOAP 6 bars 39c

TEARKIKGS 48 Pack 53c
This ad good through Wednesday. Feb. 7,
1962. We reserve the right to limit
quantity.

Visit our beautiful quality Stamps redemption center on the by-pass in Union
City, Tenn. Thousands of Beautiful gifts
to pick from.

EACH
U.S. NO. 1

0(

3
CANS
LIMIT

YELLOW CORN 4 Ears 39c
SWEET POTATOES 3Lb. 25c
TUBE TOMATOES Box 19c !

RICHTEX

GOLDEN - STAR

FLOUR 25 lb. bag $1.69

C

PRIDE OF ILL.
CREAM STYLE

FLORIDA - SWEET

3

SHORTENING

GRAPEFRUIT

LB.

CAN
,

100 FREE
Quality Stamps with
the purchase $1.00 size
MEN
skin bracer after shave

100 FREE
Quality Stamps with
the purchase Economy
size IPANA toothpaste

• W.James& SW1.

UNION CITY, TENN.

HICKMAN, KY.

Iff4
50 FREE
Quality Stamps with
the purchase of 4 oz
box McCORMICK
Black Pepper

9c
DOZ.
50 FREE
Duality Stamps with
the
purchase CookBook German Choc.
Cake.

Miss Patsy Ann Austin Of Fulton
Becomes Bride Of Charles Russell

Seccombe Is
South Fulton
Heart Chairman

CLASSIFIED ADS

rV REPAIR: all mate. and models
ikilled personnel, prompt service,
tectuucians for
:actory-trained
slack-and-white and color. "SerCal Seccombe, Ferry-Morse emAce is our business". Merryman ploye, has been named to serve
215 Main Street, as sub-chairman for the South
ppliarices,
thone 126.
Fulton area in the 1982 Heart
Fund Drive. Bill Harrison is the
Obion County chairman.
The drive will be conducted
during the month of February.
The business soliciation will be
Feb. 1-10; special events. from
Feb. 10-24; and Heart Sunday will
be on Feli. 25.

OL'S BOOKKEEPING
AND TAX SERVICE
Phone 495

Mr. Seccombe has stressed that
Lamascus, 22 years' experience
' every business man and family be
Residence phone 1011
given the opportunity I. join in
Monte Peeples, 10 years' experthe fight against the No. 1 killer
'ence
of our nation and county.
Residence phone 1277
.

WE

CALIFORNIA. Highway construction. Winter work. Long, top
paying jobs. Send 30c & stamped
envelope for "Joe News." QDCO,
Box 132, Medina, Wash.

RENT - - - -

Host:dal beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

NOTICE

WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton. Ky.
'hone 103

I have been duly appointed
Executor of Jake Huddleston
Estate. Any debts against Estate
should be presented, properly
proved, within thirty days from
date.
Clarence Pickering

FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

For The

B E,S

We can't keep you out of it,
t with oris of our Low payment plan
t. three
‘CTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Cheek Book!

buy it at

EXCHANGE

Wick Smith Agency
24 flour Service
Phone 52 — Nights ISO

Furniture Company

For Every Occasion
HALI.m IRK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Fulton
Phone 20-3
V1TES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

555 FULTON, ICY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY. .

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.
I

V Antennas: quick and efficient
.1stallation service; all types.
ferryman Appliances, phone 126,

When Its

Real Estate in Fulton
see

CHARLES W. BURROW
Flhone 61

arm Loans
Conventionai 1.,oans
FHA Loans
The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times

RUSSELL BOAZ
'ainting and paperhanging
contractors
mom

MOW

rrs

A GIRL!

Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Mansfield
of Palmersville are the parents of
a seven pound, two ounce baby
girl, born at 3:40 p. m., January
24 at Jones Hospital.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY!
The pork outlook for 1962 shows
Man or Woman to service and a .3 to 4 percent increase in procollect from cigarette, ice, and duction with prices averaging only
other coin operated dispencerS in slightly less than the 1961 level.
this area, this is a very good position that can be werked full or'
on/ow
,
0000.to
part time. Person we select must
have good serviceable car and 10
or more spare hours a week ana
$500.00 to $2500.00 cash capitol.
Write giving name address and
pbone no. and all details to P. 0.
Box 601, Arkadelphia, Arkansas.

KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS I
Getting up nights, burning, frequent or scantly flow, leg pains or
backache may be warning of functional kidney disorders—"Danger
Ahead." Help nature eliminate
I excess acids and other wastes. Increase kidney output with BUKETS. Your 39c back at any drug
store il'r 4 DAYS if not pleased
NOW at BENNETT DRUG STORE
—

V ANTENNAb: we install-trade--repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phowe 307 Roper Television

09 Walnut

Mr. and Mrs. Voree Brame of
Water Valley are the parents of a
five pound, six ounce boy born at
10:44 a. m.. January 24 at Jones
Hospital.

IT'S A BOY!
'tilt RENt. nal' sanding mal.Tr. and Mrs. Billy Winstead of
chme and electric floor polishRoute 4, Dresden are the parents
er and electric vacuum Cleanof a seven pound, 14 ounce baby
ers. Fv:hange Furniture Co. boy, born at 5:30 p. m., January
25 at Jones Hospital.

FLOWERS

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Vickery Jr. of
Route 4. Fulton are the parents of
a seven pound, 13 ounce boy, born
at 8:15 a. m., January 28, at
Jones Hospital.

IT'S A BOY!

TROUBLE?

USED FURNITURE

IT'S A BOY!

Mr. and Mrs."'Ward Watkins
Burnette of Fulton are the parents
of an eight pound four ounce
baby girl, Connie Frances, born
Jan. 25 at 11:28 p. m. at Fulton
Hospital.

Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

CLEANEST

,u NEW
ze....1 ARRIVAL
DEPT.

IT'S A GIRL!

Across ti'rom
Coca-Cola Plant

and

The Rev. Nowell Bingham read
the vows before the altar decorated with red carnations and greenery. Candelabra on either side
held red candles marking family
pews were red satin bows.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Pell Austin of
Fulton and granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Davis.
Parents of the groom are Mr.
and Mrs. William Beecher Russell
of Memphis.
-Mr. and Mrs. Barney Thompson
presented nuptial music before the
ceremony.

tm.•

FU LiON
OPEN 6:45 — PHONE 12

knots.
Mrs. Jerry N. Hardin of Memphis. the former Miss Barbara
Smith . of Adamsville, was the
bride's matron of honor and only
attendant. Her dress of red velvet
was ballerina length end she carried a white muff decorated with
white carnations.
William Beecher Russell was his
son's best man. Ushers were Jerry
Stroupe of Nashville and Richard
Wilkinson of Selmer.
The,,reception following the service was held in Wyatt Hall Mr.
and Mrs. Austin received guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell, parents of
the groom, also received with the
hosts and wedding party.
For a brief honeymoon trip the
bride changed to a ,red wool suit
collared in black fur with matching red hat and black accessories.
The couple now lives at 510
Highland Avenue in Jackson. The
groom, who receired his B. S.
degree from Lambuth in May,
1961 is now employed in Jackson:
He graduated from Jackson High
School, where he was a member of
the football squad. He held the
office of vice president in the
Kappa -Alpha Order at Lambuth.'
The bride graduated from Fulton High school and attended
Lam...tth

• 000 play

,xy

SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY

GUNN FORD BEM EMS
HOPE Mg ARTHUR O'CONNELL
FRANK
CAPRA'S

4-4 pocketful
:6 „ilium
•:, gr "

•:(1,...1.•
fairscii.
PAN

A Citizens Committee for Low
Cost Power was organized Jan. 26
to lead the fight for purchase of
the Kentucky Utilities Co. power
system at Hickman.

A mass‘ meeting is scheduled
for Friday night to recruit members for the organization.
The Hickman city council recently notified KU that it was
taking steps to purchase the power
system here and operate it as a
municipal utility. At the same
time an electric power board was
named.
The power board has not had
reply from a letter mailed to
Floyd I. Fairman, KU president
last Friday asking that a date be
set for a meeting between company and city officials.

• NOW IS THE TIME
curing ADMIRAL'S
t

4se'
1
/
'
Li

HOSPITAL NEWS

1962 City Auto Tags now on sale at Cityl
3

Clerk's Office. Deadline is March 1.

Have Your Income Tax Reports Properly Filed.
MEMBER: National Association of Tax Accountants.
32 YEARS EXPERIENCE

JOHNSON'S TAX SERVI

Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper

OFFICE. FULTON THEATRE BUILDING

Phone 1610

FULTON, KY.

McDowell St., S. Fulton

chairman of the committee, and
Malcolm Johnson was elected secretary-treasurer.

Committee
To Aid In
Power Fight

FULTON HOSPITAL

SAVE MONEY!

WI)DO9 OF THE NORTH
TECHNICOLOR"

(Continued from pope one)
and put it on the .dining-room
tehle that I went in to set the
table and got there just in time to
catch the first layer of the cake
just as it was about to skid off onto the floor. I caught it with both
hands and gently placed the first
layer on the second layer again,
but not until I could scrape all
the icing off the table and the
chicken salad,..sandwiches nearby.
I DON'T KNOW WHAT HAPPENED. That icing was as thin as
water with a little flour in it.

NOTICE

lIkitD6e0

006110,
,S15 liV,116
5,11501
,

Bushart and Cindy Homra. The regal - looking
lady at right is Linda Crider who woo, the miss
"Teen" contest. Ruth Ann Burnett also was named
miss Teen but the flash bulbs gave out before we
could take another picture.

NOTEBOOK—

Mrs. Leggett Is
Luncheon Guest

••••••

TEO

Mary Jo (foreground) and her birthday guest.; look
at the cake before it fell off the stand. They are
left to right: Roma Foster, Judy Merryman, Linda
Crider, Carman Weeks, Glenda Downs, Elaine
Quarles of Union City, Ruth Ann Burnett, Gall

The group set a goal of $15,000
to be raised within the next 30
days to finance the Greater HickMary To didn't see the skidding
man area's fight for low cost
layer, but what she did see was power.
even worse. When we went in to
Mrs. Waudell Yarbro was named
the dining-room to cut the cake,
all decorated with beautiful red
candles, twelve of them, the cake
had split right down the middle,
both layers, and elch 'Piece was
hanging precariously over the
cake stand. I was shocked. I scooped up more of the icing that had
fallen on the table again and sort
of cemented the cake together long
enough to go through the ritual of
cutting the cake. For the first
time in her life Mary Jo couldn't
blow out the candles ... we never
Mrs. J. L. Leggett was guest of lit them for fear the cake would
honor at a luncheon on Tuesday, blow up rightin our faces.
January 30, at 12:30 p. in. in the
I intend to write the cake mix
home of Mrs. Frank Brady, with
manufacturer a letter of protest.
Mrs. Virgil Davis as co-hostess.
The occasion was a farewell Or do you think I should wait unyear old
get-together for Mrs. Leggett, who til I find out if a twelve
is moving to Paris, Tenn. this can of cream of tartar is too old
icing”
week to make her home. The Rev. to use to make a successful
Mr. Leggett has accepted the pastorate of the First Methodist
Church there.
The dining table was attractive
with its center arrangement of
artificial fruit.
The following persons were
Those present were Mrs. L. P. patients in the local hospitals
Carney, Mrs. Ernest Cardwell. Wednesday morning.
Mrs. Grady Varden, Mrs. E. E.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mount, Mrs. Ernest McCollum,
Mrs. Monroe Luther, Mrs. Milton
James Sparks, Brenda Sparks,
Exum, Mrs. Leggett and the hosMarion Milam, Mrs. Della Cooper,
tess.
Hill,
A lovely gift was presented to Mrs. Don Holder, Jackie
Harry Pittman, Billy Jolley, Otis
Mrs. Leggett by the group.
fizzle, all of Fulton; Lee Peery,
,
171111,,,
Dukedom; Mrs. Romie Brundige,
Route 3, Martin; Curtis Nelson,
Route 5, Fulton; Vestal Coltharp,
Bonnie Ceorthan,
Pilot Oak;
Dukedom; Herbert O'Rear, Route
3, Fulton, Will Buck, Dukedom;
Powell Melton, Route 3, Fulton,
Mrs. Joe Williamson, Dukedom
and John Willford. Water_ Valley.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

NIKKI half-dog,
half wolf,
.. a legend
in a vast
.14 untamed land'

be
to
Pt
at,

Given in marriage by her father, the bride entered the church on
his arm gowned in a white brocade dress rashioned with a scalloped neckline and long pointed
sleeves. The bell skirt of ballerina
length was created of inverted
pleats in the back that gave a
bustle effect. Three bows fastened
down the back to the hemline.
Her shoulder length veil of illusion fell from a small crown. She
carried a white orchid caught
with streamers tied with love

Niiiivd;iiiiiilowitiinwici

108 Commercial

Charles Robert Russell of Memphis, grandson of Mrs. Charles Lee
Russell of Jackson, and Mr. and
Mrs. William Gowan of Bemis,
Tenn., claimed as his bride the
Miss Patsy Ann Austin of Fulton
at an afternoon ceremony Church,
Jackson, December 30.

Lewis Burke, Fulton, Route 3;
Mrs. Wayne Latta, WingO, Route
1; Michael Lewis, South Fulton;
Billy Holland, Fulton; Mrs. L. H.
Howard, Fulton; Mrs. Jewell McClain, Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Williams, Paducah, Route 8: Paul
Cathey, Water'. Valley; George
Golden, Clinton; Max McDade,
Fulton; Jerry Lee Hancock, Fulton, Route 1; Cecil Easley, Fulton;
Avery McIntyre, South Fulton;
Raymond Legens, Dresden, Route
4; Jimmy Brown, Memphis; Mrs.
Joe Carroll, Fulton, Route 5; Mrs.
Watson. Crutchfield;
Leonard
Chester Caldwell, Union City;
Mrs. Homer Roberts, Hickman;
Mrs. Clarence Murphey, Wingo,
Route 1; Mrs. Tom Alexander,
Hickman; Mace McDade, Fulton;
Mrs. J. H. Bruff, Union City, Mrs.
Charles Murphey, Jr., Memphis;
Mrs. Buford Walker, Clinton; and
Mrs. Bill Bradley, Fulton.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Robert Rucker, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Harrison, Mrs. Maggie Rawls, King Rose, Mrs. Harold Newton, Mrs. Tommy Brown
and baby, Mrs. Ida Craig, Marty
Warren, George James, Herman
Sams, Sr. Mrs. J. T. Powell, E. J.
Jones, Mrs. Carlton Clark, all of
Fulton; Mrs. Wayne Laws, Dresden; Mrs. Gus Barham and Mrs.
James Lucey both of Hickman;
Mrs. Harry Tucker, Sr., Union
City.
The unmarried widow of a
Kentucky veteran may qualify for
his bonus- If thcre is no unmarried widow, the veteran's children
under 18 may qualify- Next in
line would be the veteran's mother. His father is the last beneficiary to whom the bonus can be
paid. Others cannot qualify for
the deceased veteran's claim.

ADMIRAL- RAMSEY
Color TV
T7120 SERIES
Modern ultra-slim Table Model with detachable
legs. Big screen picture tube, 50% brighter color
pictures. 24,000-volt transformer-powered "AirSpace" chassis. Ultra-sensitive turret tuner. Automatic circuit breaker. Simplified color-precision
tuning. Custom pre-set fine-tuning and basstreble tone controls. Lighted channel indicator.
3 h.
'
Dual-cone speaker, stereo input jack. 3284
(with legs), 30%' w., 22*4' d. T7120—Charcoal,
'11122—Mahogany Finish on Metal, 7/123—,
Blonde Oak Finish on Metal.

WOOD & mum •TELEVISION•

300 Walnut St.

Phone 211

Je
Hick
Dist'
4 a.

COUT

only a buck
and a half
looldng ter a lightter, brighter, toolMontt bourbon? Switch to takoneent
$liver label. It's ch111-filtered. thtuvinoes 6 fihered eat ... only wnootiottr
bourbon settee:6 6 left le. Try it.
You'll agree. A great bourbon buy.

Glemnore
OtgOligralflIaltlfin
a full 90 proof

ii Kentucky Straight Sovrixot Whiskey
only

$1.50 Yz pint

Distributed by bryant ON* Co.
Ornmishere. Ky_

6
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